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INTERNSHIP AT WLU
by Lee McArthur
Internship—the Arts and Science
Faculty's alternative to Co-op is
entering its second year. The
program requires honours student
to complete two work terms during
the summer months after second
and third years. Jobs taken must be
related to the student's field of
study.
The internship program can boast
the conslusion of its first year as a
successful one. The Geography
department, the first participation
faculty, was able to place all of its
students in field work.
As an indication ofsuccess, from
Co-op Geography eleven out of
twelve of these beginning Co-op
students transferred into the
Internship Program last year.
However, of those Co-op students
who had completed a work term, a
higher percentage stayed. The
Internship attraction exists partly in
that it enables students to stay in
phase with the 4 year program aqd
their regular classmates.
In 1980, the success of the 1979
Geography Internship experiment
has prompted the faculties of
English, Political Science, and
Biology to undergo feasibility
studies for the coming year. The
program is considered feasible if
enough employers are willing to
participate and ifenough interested
students qualify to join.
A student qualifies if he/she is in
second year honours, and has
completed first year with a GPA of
7. Upon initially qualifying, the
students then fill out an application
form and are given personal
interviews. The interview serves to
determine, specific field related
interests, extracurricular involve-
ments, and the students' attitude
toward his/her studies and the
program. The students suitability is
a departmental decision.
Thecalendar ofevents involvedin
Internship encompasses not only the
summer months but the entire year.
During the winter, job offers are
posted as they arise. Should the
student be interested, he/she signs
for an interview. Interviews are then
conducted during a week in early
March when employers come on
campus. At the end of the interview
process both students and
employers compile a preference list.
The employers list whom they would
prefer to hire and thestudents listfor
whom they would prefer to work.
Student and employer preferences
are then considered by the
Departmental Intership Co-
ordinator and the Director of Co-
operative Education. The best
possible matches between lists are
arranged.
Job placement is not guaranteed,
nor are positions found for the
student without his/her help. Doug
Whitmer, Internship Director,
emphasizes that internship is a co-
operative venture in which the
program is designed to follow up a
student's initiative. Should the
student find a job on his/her own,
the Internship Co-ordinator sends a
letter of recommendation.
Positions last year were found for
all Internship geographers. Students
were located across the country
from Edmonton to Ottawa working
for employers such as A. E. Le Page
on industrial survey, Falconbridge
Copper Exploration on geological
exploration and Parks Canada.
Other positions were found with
Converation Authorities, Regional
Municipalities and the Ministries of
Nautural Resources and Energy.
The Internship program, while
beneficial to the student is also
somewhat restrictive. Job positions
will not be awarded in fields not
directly related to the students'
degree program. If a student wished
to work for the chartered banks as a
teller in the hope of climbing the
corporate ladder and be positioned
later as a branch locater, Internship
wouldn't allow it.Branch location is
a geographers field, however, bank
telling is not. The student wouldn't
get the position.
If a placement arrangement
cannot be arrivedat for astudent by
June first, the student is out of the
program. A minimum term of 3
months work is necessary.
A fee of $50.00 is charged to those
wishing to enter the program.
The fee is an insurance to the
Internship Organisers that the
student is committed. The money
also serves to cover some
organizational costs.
Student responsibilities withinthe
Internship agreement entail that
each attend several programs put on
in conjunction with Placement and
Career Services (PCS). Compulsory
seminars are conducted on resume
writing, interview preparation, job
search techniques and career
planning. The student is also
responsible for writing a report
about the summer's work term.
Should a position not be found,
the investment of $50.00 in the
program has still been beneficial to
the student, accoarding to Doug
Whitmer, Director of Co-operative
Education. The various skills
acquired through PCS andinterview
experience are valuable.
Although a new program,
Internship has had a one year
history of successful operation at
WLU. The participating facultiesof
1980are working towards the same
success.
Students are getting into their studies but therealways seems tobe timeand quarters tospend
on plnball in the games room.
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Not all good news
REGISTRATION UP
by Nadine Johnston
Student increase, estimated to
reach 460 when enrolment is
completed within the next week, is
not all good news for Wilfrid
Laurier University. According to
Dr. Neale Taylor, president of
Laurier, this university has just
about stretched its facilities to the
limit.
Preliminary enrolment statistics,
compiled by James Wilgar, WLU
Registrar, show that 3,624
undergraduates registered at the
.university this year compared to
3,164 in 1979.
Dr. Taylor is gratified to see that
the university is growing in
popularity among high school
students who are rediscovering the
benefits ofa university degree. "But
with our concern for a close student-
faculty relationship and our
restricted space, we may have to take
some action to limit enrolment in
arts and science in addition to
business and social work", he said.
There was a noticeable increase in
students returning to the traditional
areas of arts and sciences,
particularly at the Honours level.
Increase in enrolment in Arts and
Science, up by 194 this year, can be
partly attributed to the
incorporation of internship
programmes in Honours Political
Science and Honours English.
Enrolment in the School of
Business and Economics, has
basically remained the same.
According to James Wilgar, the
university attempted to restrict
enrolment in first year business.
There was an increase in entrance
requirements for first year business,
as the "cut-off percentage rose
from 68% in 1979 to 73% this year.
"Enrolment in the School of
Business and Economics must
continue to be rigidly restricted",
says James Wilgar. It is clear that
WLU has limitations on available
resources such as space and faculty.
James Wilgar says that there will be
no ex-pansions in facilitieswithin the
near future. University Admissions
feels that future restrictions can be
expected. These restrictions could be
imposed in a variety of ways, for
example; higher controls in certain
programmes, higher entrance
marks, more selectivity of students
entering the university, prerequisite
subjects from high school, and
minimizing entrance of students in
January.
HOMECOMING PLANS
by Mark Wigmore
A meeting of representatives from
three post-secondary institutions
will occur the week-endofOctober4
at the annual Homecoming
celebrations. Graduates from
Waterloo College and Waterloo
Lutheran University, the
predecessors of Wilfrid Laurier
University, will join with graduates
of WLU for a week-end of pubs,
parades, football games and dances
guaranteed to spark old memories
and rekindle old friendships.
The week-end offestivities funded
jointly by WLUSU and Wilfrid
Laurier University has increased in
popularity over the last few years.
Last year 500 alumni attended the
Homecoming football game while
between 140-150 attended the
Homecoming dance. WLUSU's
Homecoming Co-ordinator, Jane
Ashenden explained that the
weekend is not just for returning
graduates but "it's for everyone."
The week-end starts off on the
Friday night with a Homecoming
pub in the Turret.
On Saturday at 10 am the
Homecoming Parade starts at
Wilfrid Laurier, winds its way
through the streets ofWaterloo and
returns to the school. Participating
in the parade will be floats from
various clubs and organizations in
the, school, antique cars and fire
trucks as well as theK-W Drum and
Bugle Corps. The student union is
once again sponsoring many of the
floats entered in the parade. Prizes
for best float will be awardedathalf-
time of the football game.
Among the prizes awarded for
best float will be the Alumni
Trophy, afur-trimmedchamber-pot
donated by the Alumni Association,
and several bottles of champagne.
At noon the Alumni will hold a
meeting to elect its executive for the
coming year. Earle Shelley, a
graduate of the class of '28 will be
running for the position of
president.
TheHomecoming Football Game
starts at 2 o'clock with the Hawks
going up against the historically
powerful Western Mustangs.
The post-game celebrations start
with a pre-Oktoberfest Beer Garden
in the Seagram Stadium gymnasium
sponsored by the Alumni
Association, and a Homecoming
Dance in the Turret that nightwraps
up the week-end.
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MORE ON TEXTBOOKS
by Diane Pitts
There has been a major source of
controversy among the students this
year, regarding the bookstore. The
students feel that the bookstore has
been over-pricing many of their
textbooks. Perhaps once the
students ofWLU are enlightened on
what actually goes on they will no
longer feel that they have been
treated unjustly.
Most publishing companies
operate on a discount basis. This
means that WLU can buy books
from a publishing company for a
20% discount. The retail price may
be $10.00 but the bookstore can
purchase it for $8.00. The $2.00 that
the bookstore makes is to be usedfor
overhead such as shipping, salaries,
hydro, insurance, etc.Linda Jenkins
from McGraw-Hill said that about
two times a year, books will increase
in price due to new titles and
reprints; hence, adding on another
50«-75c per book.
Cliff Newman, the college
manager from Prentice-Hall
Publishing Company, explained it
this way. He said that a Canadian
Publishing Company is able to buy
foreign books (ie) from the United
States, for 40%-60% off. They in
turn sell them to a bookstore for a
certain discount. Cliff pointed out
that unlike most publishing
companies, theyhave adiscountrate
of 23% instead of the usual 20%.
According to Newman, May
Canadian Publishers are owned by
US publishers. However, there is a
Canadian Publishing Program. This
program allows Canadian
publishers to sell books ata cheaper
rate because the cost doesn't have to
be split with US publishing
companies. This involves some risk
though, because ifthe book doesn't
sell, the Canadian publishers must
absorb the cost themselves.
Unlike most publishing
companies, Harper & Row doesn't
operate on a discountbasis. Instead,
they have recently incorporated a
net pricing policy. With this type of
policy, Harper & Row cannot set a
retail price. Therefore, the
bookstore is allowed to set their own
price for a textbook. However,
Kathy Galbraith, the textbook
manager of the WLU bookstore,
said thateven withthis typeofpolicy
the bookstore still maintains the
20% margin. According the Mike
Booth, a sale representative of
Harper & Row, this net pricing
policy was initiated for a reason.
Mike says that with the discount
policy many publishing companies
in the States could be charged with
violating the anti-trust laws. The
Canadian comparison for this
would be the Combines Investiga-
tionAct. This is a law that states that
there cannot be any acts or
agreements that restrict free trade.
An interesting point that Mike
made, was that the capital cost ofa
book is approximately $40,000.00.
This rather extraordinary amount of
money is used for printing, paper
cost, copy editors, binding, sales
representatives etc.
The reasons for the prices of textbooks are complex and the bookstore does not have much
control over what students pay.
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CKMS WORKS
by Mary Ellen McGoey
The disbandment of Radio
Laurier last week prompted many
questions from thestudentbody; the
most popular being "Why did our
neighbour's CKMS prosper and we
fail?" Another question is, "what
steps are necessary to make Radio
Laurier successful?"
In an interview with Dave
Assmann, the fulltimeadministrator
and feature programmer of CKMS,
he discussed the secrets of success
and also gave some insight into the
reasons for Radio Laurier's
deterioration.
CKMS is a non-commercial, non-
profit radio station broadcasting
from the Bauer Warehouse on the
north campus of the University of
Waterloo. CKMS had its start as a
radio broadcasting club over a
decade ago. Known initially as
Radio Waterloo, broadcasting
began in 1970 on the Grand River
Cable system at 94.1 MHZ.
In June of 1976Radio Waterloo
became CKMS and on Sept. 2, 1977
it became CKMS-FM. The
organization has expanded to
include 24 hour a day, seven day a
week broadcasting, an eight-track
recording studio, a disc jockey
service, a monthly publication, and
a tape duplication service.
CKMS's success can be attributed
to several factors: the length of dur-
ation of the operation, the FM
licence in 1977, and the funding
from the Federation of Students.
CKMS operates on a much bigger
base than Radio Laurier. An
incidental fee of$3.00 per term from
the full-time undergraduates
contributes to the Radio's operating
budget of $80,000 ($65,000 without
the monthly publication, which is
about a breakeven product). Last
year, student fees amounted to
$50,000. Other sources of income
are the various services offered by
CKMS, mentioned briefly at the
start of this article, as well as fund
raising events. At present a raffle is
on.
The last but far from the least
ingredient for success is student
involvement. At present there are
more than 150 volunteers
producting the programming from
music programsto news; andgetting
involved behind the scenes ...
technical, editing, writing and
administration, to name a few jobs.
The administration consists of 2
full time and 4 part timeworkers, as
well as 2 people supervising the on
air activities. The two administrative
managers are hired by the
organization and are not members
of the student union. CKMS is an
incorporated radio station,
operating under the direction of
a seven student board of directors.
Dave pointed out that elections
f6r the board of directors take place
three times a year to (a) provide an
opportunity for co-op students to
become involved; and (b): to
maintain some sort of stability and
continuity in the management team.
Radio Laurier's decline was due
largely to this last factor. There was
too great a turnover of people not
knowing the operation ofthe station
with the elections for the board of
directors—too many new faces at
one time.
Poor radio distribution on Grand
River Cable was another
contributing factor. A major set
back in the station's development
occurred two years ago when Radio
Laurier was refused a carriercurrent
licence because one of the board of
directors was not a Canadian
citizen. (By incorporating, CKMS
avoided this situation.)
Can Radio Laurier make a come-
back? Dave Assmann is of the
opinion that WLU is quite capable
of developing a very prosperous
radio station. He cited Trent
University as an example of a very
active radio group with a full time
under graduate body of 2500.
Volunteers are needed by the
handful. Financial support could
come from the student union
(CKMS presented a petition of3,000
student signatures supporting the
radio station to the student union.)
And last, using a distribution that
works. Dave suggested Radio
Laurier apply for FM by making an
application to both CRTC andDOC
(Dept. of Communications). The
process takes only one year and the
cost for the equipment necessary for
operation (transmitter and antenna)
is in the $10,000 range.
PSB
SPEAKERS INCORPORATED
IS MOVING
Waterloo counties very own loud
speaker company is having a once in
a lifetime Great Factory Moving
Sale. We've got eight years worth of
discontinuedor flawed parts, walnut
veneer, and veneer cabinets, cross
over parts, particle board, griel
cloth, veneered boards, woofers,
tweeters, odds and sods that we
would rather sell cheap than move.
Build your own speakers, shelves,
furniture or whatever with the
merchandise you will find at this
sale. We've also put together kits—
you assemble them and save!
Prices are factory low; we've only
moved once in the past eight years, it
might be another eight years before
this incredible opportunity to save
presents itself again and don't miss
this historic event, Oct 8 (4 p.m.—B
p.m.), Oct 4 (10 a.m.—6 p.m.), Oct
B—lo (4 p.m.—B p.m.), Oct 11 (10
a.m.—6 p.m.) at PSB speakers. At 6
Spring St. near the Stone Crock
restaurant in St. Jacobs.
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ATTENTION:
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
A New Film Depicting the Problems of Pregnant
Women and the Assistance They Receive From
BIRTHRIGHT is Available for a FREE Showing to
Your Organization or Group.
BIRTHRIGHT SPEAKER MAY ACCOMPANY THE FILM TO
ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT BIRTHRIGHT
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
579-3990
_. A 1
COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Improve your
grades!
Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research paper
catalog. All academic
subjects.
Collegiate Research
P.O. Box 25097H
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
Enclosed is$1.00.
Please rush thecatalog.
Name =
Address
City
State _Zlp
I
CLASSIC BUSINESS CARDS
BUSINESS CARDS
STAG TICKETS
WEDDING. PARTY INVITATIONS
*ETA MOSSER BRESLAU S4S-2171
THE CHEVRON TRIES AGAIN
(Waterloo—CUP)
The Chevron, formerly the
official student newpaper at the
University of Waterloo, has since
been applying to the Federation of
Students for admission as a club. Its
application has been consistently
rejected by the Board of
Entertainment (BENT) and this
happened again at the BENT
meeting last Thursday.
Board members stated, quoting
from By Law Number 26, that
BENT has no jurisdiction over
newspapers and therefore can't
consider the Chevron Club 's
application as a club.
Representing the Chevron Club at
the meeting were Heather
Robertson, president of the club,
and Larry Hannant, editor of The
Chevron.
To apply for status, a club must
submit its constitution to BENT. In
compliance, the Chevron Club
submitted its constitution listing
four main purposes.
The first purpose of the Chevron
Club is "to write, edit, produce, have
published, and distribute a student
newspaper, The Chevron, at the
University of Waterloo"/ Second,
the constitution says "the Chevron
Club shall exist primarily to print
news and commentary written by
UW students, and its policies shall
be determined by UW students.
However, contributions of various
kinds by workers and teachers at
UW and people from outside UW
may also be accepted." Third, the
Chevron Club will "train students in
journalistic skills such as
investigation, news writing,
typesetting, photography paste-up,
and advertising." As its fourth
purpose, the members stated they
would "organize and sponsor
lectures, debates, meetings, and
conferences which contribute to the
work to The Chevron.
Hannant said there were several
advantages for the Chevron Club in
being given status by BENT.
Primarily, he stated, the Chevron
Club has a right to be recognized by
the Federation of Students. Also,
there are financial advantages to
being recognized and it would be
useful to club members to be able to
book rooms in the Campus Centre,
Hannant added.
Robertson indicated the basic
issue involved is that a group of
students want to get together as a
club and be recognized. The club
members also want to be recognized
as journalists, and in order to do so,
Chevron members hold a School of
Journalism and thus produce a
newspaper.
BENT refused to grant status to
the Chevron Club for several
reasons. The principal reason for the
rejection was that board members
objected to the first purpose of the
club as it appears in the
club's constitution; namely, to
publish The Chevron.
A by-law relating to the
establishementofBENT atUW(by-
law 26) clearly states that one of
BENT's functions is to co-ordinate
and assist all existing student clubs
and organizations, other than those
directly concerned with the creative
arts, external relations, publica-
tions, or athletics, and to encourage
and assist the creation ofsuch clubs
and organizations." Since the
Chevron Club wishes to publish The
Chevron, and newspapers are not
under the jurisdictionofBENT, the
board members said they felt they
could not accept the club's bid for
status from the Federation of
Students.
In addition, material from By
Law Number 31, relating to the
establishment of a Board of
Communications, was utilized in
BENT's decision: "The Federation
ofStudents recognizes the need for a
free responsible and democratic
student press and the University of
Waterloo which is editorially and
financially autonomous from the
Federation and separately
incorporated. If mandated, through
student support, a student
newspaper can be recognized by the
Federation of Students ..."
An additional reason was offered
for rejection of the Chevron Club ...
the club failed to submit a
membership list with its
constitution. At a BENT meeting
held on January 15, 1980, the
following policy, detailing
recognition of clubs by BENT, was
■ accepted. "That a club shall submit
a membership listcontaining names,
in alphabetical order, signatures,
student numbers, indication of
student status, and the executive and
their titles, phone numbers, and- addresses ..."
BUSINESS REP BY-ELECTION
by CarlFriesen
A by-election for the position of
WLUSU Business Director will be
held on Tuesday, October 7.
Jason Price, one of 7 Business
Directors elected last spring in the
regular elections, resigned at last
Sunday evening's Board meeting
due to personal reasons.
Nominations for filling the
position opened on September 18
and will close today, September 25.
A candidate's meeting,
mandatory for all candidates and,
their agents, is scheduled for 4:00
p.m. today.
Cord Editor Mark Wigmore is
inviting all candidates tocome up to
the Cord offices between the end of
the candidate's meeting and
Monday, September 29 -to be
interviewed regarding their
qualifications and intentions if
elected.
Part-time business students will
not be allowed to vote in theelection
due to the fact that they do not pay
student Union fees.
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COMMISSION OF
UNIVERSITYAFFAIRS
Now accepting applications for the
position of:
Assistant: Internal
Apply in writing to Debbie Michie,
Commissioner of University Affairs,
WLUSU
Deadline for applications:
Monday, September 29, 1980
ARE! YOU TIRED OF EATING
CRAP
Contrary to popular student opinion,
cooking delicious meals is easy and quick.
The "Student Cookbook" gives you
simplified recipes for quick and delicious,
inexpensive meals. If you can read, have little
or no ambition, and are sick of hotdogs and
warm beer, both guys and girls need this
stomack saver. Clip coupon below and send
with cheque for $4. to "Student Cookbook",
Box 1571, STATION C, Kitchener, Ontario.
I have enclosed $4. for your student cookbook. J
Please rush because I'm tired of SICK meals!
NAME
I ADDRESS
HURON COUNTY
BURSARY
Interested people must apply
immediately
Applications will be
received for the Huron
County Bursary. Only
residents of Huron
County are eligible to
apply.
Applications may be obtained from
the Student Awards Office, ground
floor, Student Services Centre.
f/ YOUR OWN WAREHOUSE
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EDITORIAL
1 \
Swiftness of decision has never been one of the Student Union's strong points. Most decisions,
especially the small ones, are often made with the greatest tuggingand pulling and nashingof teeth. Hours
are often spent in deep discussion over the use of a split infinitive in a motion, or some other detail of
minimal signifigance. Rarely is a decision made quickly. RadioLaurier seems to be one of thoserarities.
On Thursday September 11, the Planning Committeeofthe WLUSU board passed amotioncalling for
the closing of RadioLaurier. On Sunday, September 14, the board, aftera presentation by RadioLaurier
Station Manager Ted Musgrove and a very short debate by the members present, decided to act on the
recommendation of the Thursday meeting and close the station. Four days from recommendation to
annulment was all it took for the ten year marriage of radio station and university to end.
The board had to make a decisionand it made it. Previous boards in previous years simply passed the
buck to the following board without any real decision being made. This passing of the buck meant that
not only was Radio Laurier's status never certain but also ' the studentsofLaurier gotpassed the bills(over $12,000 a year) with little value and no certain future for that investment. If theradio station wasgoing to live or if it was going to die, that decision had to be made. This board made that decision.
It is however unfortunate that after all the slowness and indecisiveness ofprevious years this year's
board acted a littletoo quickly. In taking only four days from recommendation to decision, the board and
the planning committee gave little or no timefor public awareness that a decision concernine the Radio
Station was being made, littletimefor the testing ofpublic opinion to discover what exactly the students
thought of the radio station and little time for board members to collect their thoughts and discuss
intelligently the funding or closing of the radio station.
In simple terms the public had little time to know, the concerned had little time to act and our
representatives had little time to think. If the decision was right at the very least the means by which the
decision was made was wrong.
With such a topic ofmajor importance it should have been, and should be, properprecedure to have a
formal written motion presented at one meeting of the student union board and debated the next. This
time between the presentation of the motion and the voting on the motion would have allowed 1) the
public to be informed through the Cord and other means 2) the public to be tested as to their opinions 3)
the concerned to lobby board members as to theirconcerns and 4) the board members to have time to
gather facts, figures and thoughts for a logical and informed debate.
It seems such a procedure would be fair to all concerned. As it was, many members ofRadio Laurier
heard that the station for which they had worked was going to be closed, scant hours before it was. Few
students cutside the rumour mills ofthe student union heardanthingatall until it was over. It seems when ,
such a big decision is being made, everybody should know, not just the chosen few.
The student union made a decision that had to be made and it was certainly not an easy decision to
make but an informed public and a better informed board would certainly have made the decision not
only easier but more certain.
* * * it
Increasingly people dealing with the Cord are ignoring deadlines. Cordiesare Students too. We need to
keep deadlines so that we can get the paper printed and go to school. We're here to be used by the
university community not abused by it. Remember we have deadlines!
Mark Wigmore
Editor J
LETTERS
NO COPY
The student from Mech.
Engineering who wrote to say you
can photocopy anything at the
university on machines, and to use
his quote, "anyone can copy the
content ofpatents with impunity" is
misleading the public as well as the
entire student body.
While photocopy machines, as
such, under patent laws, may have
lost their patent after a certain
number of years, most, if, not all
writings, books, and "CONTENT"
are covered under copyright laws
which have 50-year-plus, possibly
another50-year ofcopyright time, if
in estates or trusts, longer, perhaps.
So, the Univrsity of Waterloo is
correct in putting up signs that you
photocopy at your legal peril, for
any author ofa book probably has a
recourse to sue you for damages for
infringing copyrights. Not to
mention, publishers who buy rights
from authors.
The entire field of protection for
writers, authors, composers, is quite
different from patent protection,
although rooted in the same
principle that someone's
"creativity" is his own, and must be
protected by law.
This, of course goes way back to
the statesmen of the U.S. who even
made sure that is was entrenched in
the U.S. Constitution. No doubt, as
an inventor of note, Benjamin
Franklin, recognized importance of
Protection for the innovators and
creators of the new republic. And, 1
might add, it is that creativity that
made America great, and rushed
American know-how into the 20th
century.
It would be quite unacceptable in
Canada, too, for people who steal
the works and inventions and
creativity of others, to get off
without paying damages to the
holders of patent, or copright.
Indeed, there is a notorious case that
has been followed by investigators
for more than a quarter century now
wherein some musical "thief has
stolen the basic compositions of a
noted Ontario musician, teacherand
brillian composer, and passed them
off in the comminity where he
describes himself as a composer of
his own. I truly suspsect that the
RCMP (who police copyright laws
in Canada, as the FBI does in the
U.S.) are just waiting for this great
self-styled composer to flourish a
few more of his "stolen" musical
pieces before they put him in the
hoosegow.
So, students beware. You do not
have a legal right to photocopy
books as you please, although many
violations have occurred, often by
teachers. And more often by those
who lift material from other works
without giving proper and legal
credit to the references.
May I add, as a writer of six
dramas and two books, as well as a
few musical compositions, some
years ago, that I would see to it that
any theft of my material is brought
before the court. For, even beyond
the stated copyright limits on
material that is called "intellectual
property" under the law, there is a
common law copyright that is even
a stronger reason why students or
anyone should be reluctant to
photocopy such creative works.
There may be a minor exception
for very brief passages in academic
research or study, but even there,
credit must be duly noted so that
there is no mistake in the material,
There may be a minor exception
for very brief passages in academic
rersearch or study, but even there,
credit must be duly noted so that
there is no mistake that the material,
albeit brief, is from someone else's
brains, not yours.
Glenn Julian, General History
Thanks
It is quite evident that the end
has come for Radio Laurier (at
least for the time being). I am
sorry that Mike Brown did not
have the confidence in himself
for hiring me that I had for hiring
the R.L. executive.
However, this is not the time
for a social commentary, but
rather, the time to extend my
appreciation to all of those who
worked so hard for Radio
Laurier. Those include: John
Pease, Tom Ruff, lan Head,
Linda Lovegrove, Pieter Oly,
Marc Ploude, Craig Treleavan,
Howard DerSepanian, Steve
Braun and many more.
Also, I would like to thank the
full-time staff of WLUSU, with
whom I have had the pleasure of
working. And finally, I would like
to thank all those people who
supported the legitimate ideals
ofRadio Laurier.
Ted Musgrove
Radio Laurier Station Manager
More Thanks
The executive of Tamiae Society
would like to take this opportunity
to thank all its volunteers, members,
and supporters for the tremendous
enthusiasm shown at our events
during September.
Tamiae Society, being the biggest
student-run organization on
campus, relies heavily on the 100%
commitment of its volunteers to
produce successful events. After our
general meeting on Wednesday, we
are now looking forward to
capturing the energy and spirit of
many more newcomers to out ream.
At this early stage of the term, we
now look forward to a gratifying
and successful year.
Mike Whitwell
Tamiae President
OBIT
In these days of rising costs for
everything from such luxuries as
food to such burdens as tuitionit has
become necessary tounderstandand
appreciate the fact that restraint in
our lifestyles is imperative.
However, I feel essential services
should not fall prey to these
continued on p. 6.
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VIEWPOINT
THE STOCK MARKET GAME
How real is it?
by Paul Scott
Notice to all first year students,
stay out of the stock market in
October! In eight of the past ten
Octobers the 'Toronto market has
fallent. Last year this drop was 9.9%
or around 300 points. I'm expecting
the S.S.E. to plunge into the 2100
range possibly as low as the 1800 or
1900 hundreds. Leon Tirey, vice-
president, Pitfield Mackay Ross
Ltd., and Don Billistone of
Richardson Securities ofCanadaare
both expecting a drop in the
market's. Uneasiness over the U.S.
election in November, the federal
budget, oil pricing hassles, along
with poor third quarter reports due
to the Recession foretell that the
markets cannot continue on their
merry way up for much longer. In
fact, the correction may have
already begun last week. Either that
or we will see a blow off top soon.
I have had three years of investing
experience and believe me, putting
your own money in the market is a
very different experience from
playing the stock market game.
Timing is a crucial factor to good
investing, something which the
game is unable to provide.
I would not recommend anyone
to invest their own' money in the
market without reading the business
news daily along with the Financial
Post, annual reports and
publications put out by the
brokerage houses. Even then you
will still learn a few things the hard
way. The stock market game is a lot
of fun and is a very good way to
teach people the workings of the
market, but it has a few short-
comings which cannot be remedied
and could be very dangerous tc
unsuspecting students. The majoi
one is the fact that the game is very
speculative. You simply do nol
make huge profits in a few months
without resorting to careless anc
dangerous speculation. So what do I
recommend as a strategy for the
game?
1. Stay away from options and be
very careful with margin buying and
short selling. There simply isn't
enough time to profit.
2. Stick to stocks that move.
Forget about blue chips oranything
that is a holdfor long terminvestors.
Watch the stocks that fall of
substantially in October becaause
they are the ones that can rebound
fast.
3. You are unlikely to make
anything substantial on small share
lots. Risk a little more for a higher,
profit (good investors don't lose.
Ha, Ha).
Thebest strategy you could follow
is to watch the oil and gast, metal
and mineral stocks and see which
ones drop the most in October
(confident, aren't I). These are the
most volatile stocks of the market at
this time. Stocks that are cross-listed
on the New York market should do
very well as the Dow is very
undervalued and is expected to do
well. The market will bottom out
with a very steep drop on very heavy
volume. This is the time to buy in
heavily. In 13 of the past 16 years a
year end rally has occurared
beginning in November. Both
Dillistone and Tirey look for a
continuing bull market and none of
the factors that have been driving
the market in the past have changed
any. If you follow this advice it will
be a very profitable experience.
Some good oils that move quickly
are Dome Petroleum, Sceptre,
Sulpetre, Gulf and Imperial Oil
either on the upside or downside. A
special use in the mining sector is
Teck Corporation with shareholder
Copperfields mining. The startup of
the new Highmount Copper-
Molybdenum mine near the end of
this year could provide a lot of
action in this stock.
I cannot stress enough that the
stock market game does not make
you a professional investor.
Experience and research are the keys
to successful investing. If you
haven't got the time to follow the
business news then you shouldn'tbe
in the market. Oh for $100,000 real
cash! Good Luck!!
Post Script: I hope to periodically
comment on business news
throughout the year and hope to
write a column in November after
the predictions cofrie true.!
MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
by Dave Van Dyke
It would seem hard to believe that
our third year business studentslack
any desire to becomeinvolved in one
of the most rewarding positions that
our University hasto off— thesmall
business consultant. Presently two
positions are available for the fall
and winter and the response has
been minimal to say the least.
Having had the opportunity to
work for the consulting service this
summer, I felt it important that I
make an attempt to motivate these
students. Personally I don't think
any other type of work could be
more beneficial to a third year
student at this point in his/her
career. Not only does one improve
his or her communication skills by
meeting and discussing problems
with area business people, but one
also has the opportunity to deal with
actual cases and problems
concerning marketing, finance,
production and accounting. What
other job could offer such a
diversification.
The rewards of the job do not
come with bi-monthly paychecks,
but rather with the satisfaction that
you have improved upon an
individual's business, and he or she
is grateful to you for it.
A student need only possess a
genuine interest in the business
worldand a fair amount ofcommon
sense to qualify for the position.
I can ony say that one should
never pass up an opportunity that
can only increase your chances for a
more successful career.
—Good Luck with the interviews.
I would also like to take this
opportunity to express my
congratulations to two fourth year
business students, Rene. Vande-
brand and Robert Howald for their
continued involvement in school
activities and subsequent winners of
the Canada Packers and Activities
Award, respectively. Once again
congratulations and keep up the
good work.
IT'S A MAD WORLD
by Rick Nigol
Every once in a while reality
sneaks up behind you and delivers a
swift kick to the head. This can be
quite an awakening and more often
than not a rude awakening. For
myself this occured near the end of
August when it was rather
nonchalantly reported throughout
the media that Jimmy Carter had
signed a document called Directive
Number 59.
What this did was change U.S.
nuclear strategy so that most
American missiles are pointed at
Soviet military installations instead
of at Soviet cities. Theformer policy,
whereby great centres ofpopulation
were under threat of extinction,was
termed MutualAssured Destruction
or MAD for short. M-A-D: how
bloody appropriate! In one word,
the boys in the Pentagon have
captured the essence of today's
nuclear world. I am not and cannot
argue the merit of either the old or
new policies because I find thewhole
scenario difficult to comprehend.
The colossal weapons of destruction
which sit in their silos in both the
east and the west are great
monuments to man's primitive
nature and place a dark cloudabove
us all.
There are those who argue that it
is not necessary to think about the
unthinkable as everyone is aware
that there can be no winners in a
nuclear exchange. Unfortunately,
thesepeople are making the mistake
of assuming rationality. To scan the
hisjory of man, however, is to see
that rationality has little room in the
conduct of human relations. The
countless millions who have died in
warfare or have been slaughtered in
the name of God are a testament to
this fact.
It has always been the case that
only a few control the fate ofalmost
all. This has not changed today. In
fact, thereach of the powerful few in
today's world is far greater as their
ability to reap destruction is
awesome. It scares the hell out ofme
to think thata handful of men could
completely alter the world as we
know it within the spaceofone hour.
No one wouldbe able to escape the
wrath of politics. We have no choice
but to be implicated in this insanity
by virtue of being residents of this
planet. This is a reality that is
difficult to swallow.
Who are the men that the world
has no choice but to place its trust in
for the maintenance of peace?
Conceivably, by next year, the men
at the mutual pinnacles of power
could be two men tottering on the
edge of senility. If Ronald Reagan
doesn't open his mouth too often
and is not forced to think on his feet
throughout the Presidential
campaign this fall, it is remotely
possible that he could be squaring
offwith Brezhnev in 1981(ifLeonid
lasts that long).
It should not be put past
Americans to elect Reagan this
November. That's right, oldRonnie,
the same man who took second
billing to a chimpanzee in such
classic flicks as "Bedtime for
Bonzo" and "Bonzo Goes To
College". The same man who has
stated that if he were to be elected
President he would willingly
submit to daily examinations to
allay any fears of his mental
competence could be the one with
that little Pandora's box of buttons
constantly by his side.
The greatest threat to upsetting
the nuclear stand-offdoes not come
from the superpowers, however, but
from the spread of nuclear
technology to smaller powers. It is
estimated thatby the year 2,000 the
membership in the nuclear club
could reach 40 countries. What are
the chances of maintaining any
Question of the Week
by JaneAllan
Pics by Rodger Tschanz
Should Radio Laurier have been
disbanded? : , .„
Joan Davis
'Fourth YearBusiness
I'm not familiar withRadio Laurier
because I'm not on campus,
however, I think it's good for the
school to have something like that. I
don't know howmuch people would
listen to it.
Bill Parker
Second Year English
I was a DJ for Radio Laurier last
year and it provided experience I
would not get otherwise. The penny
pinchers in the school bureaucracy
are annoying. Radio Laurier was
$5,000 below budget last year.
Overall, I was pleased with the
decision — hah!
Debbie Michie
Third Year Economics
(This is the personal opinion of
Debbie, who is Commissioner of
University Affairs) The WLUSU
board should have given CILR a
chance this year. This is the first year
RadioLaurier had a solidplan. It is
early in the year for the major
decision to be made. The board
wouldbe in better shape to make an
experienced decision by the end of
the year.
and me....
Radio Laurier was undoubtedly
valuable in that it provided both
experience for members and enter-
tainment and informationfor a very
limitedportion of the student body.
It is very difficult to put a dollar
value on such a service especially
considering the dedicated efforts of
thses involved. However, it is my
opinion that members will continue
to gain experience, and a
Rick Boisvert
Second Year Arts
I don't know much about it. It's
good to have a schoolradio and the
DJ service is pretty good.
Mary Beth Boughner
Second Year Honours History
Radio Laurier provided a part of the
university that was unique to this
school. It applied to ony a smallpart
of the student body, so it was not a
loss to the whole. If Radio Laurier
had an air frequency, it would be
great.
Dave Edward
First Year Business
I thinkRadio Laurier is a good idea
and I'm sorry it's not still going. We
should have kept it. Radio Laurier
provides good late night music in
residence. It's too bad.
comparatively larger body of
students will be entertained through
the well-renowned DJ service.
WLUSU was elected to make
decisions for the student body and
make this decision in an informed
way. Unfortunately, retired radio
DJ 's will have to hit the road until
this or a future board may be
convinced to review their decision.]
Good luck in the future to CILR. J
continued on p. 6.
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cutbacks. In my mind, a campus
radio station falls into the category
of essential services. CILR is, or
rather was, an invaluable mode of
communication between students
and local organizations; whether it
was to inform us of upcoming Pub
Crawls, or of visiting MP's, it was a
sure way to reach those of us who ac
consistently in Radioland.
Granted, student response to
CILR left a lot to be desired last
year. This was due partly to the fact
that we were not on the air, per se,
but rather only piped into the
residences. Poor, outdated
equipment did not exactly do us
justice either.
But still, what more can you ask
for than a radio station run by the
students for the students. Listeners
were given a unique brand of F.M.
sound whcih varied with the D.J.
according to his/her personal
favourites. This insured a broad
range and refreshing variety of
music that was meant to please most
people's particular tastes.
Unfortunately, the student
government, your elected officials
to office reverted to critical instead
of constructive critiscism. By their
voting on the abolishmentofCILR,
do not feel they are meeting their
responsibilities to you, the students.
This decision was reached solely by
them and no effort was made to get
some sort of feedback from the
student body.
The executive-of CILR presented
a sound and constructive budget
which was aimed at restoring the
station on its feet and making it a
profitable entity within the next five
years. Their dedication cannot be
questioned, yet it obiously wasn't
enough. The grim fact is that your
Radio Staion is no longer to be.
Unless support from you the
students, can be obtained in the
form of written concern or petitions
directed to student council, not ony
we, but the students of upcoming
years will be deprived of a service
that is as much part ofLaurier life as
Thursday night pub.
Finally, in closing, I want to thank
the executive for giving me a chance
to pursue my interests as a D.J. It
was a memorable experience to say
the least.
The power to overrule the
decision is in your hands: as
members of the student body,
hopefully you'll use it!
Stephan Breaun, C.I.L.R. D.J.
semblanceofreal peace andstability
if a madman such as Libya's
Muammar Kaddafi has the bomb?
Industrialized nations seem to be
encouraging the spread of nuclear
technology throughout the world.
For myself, this is a phenomenon
that is difficult to come to terms
with.The curse of the uraniumatom
is two-fold. Whether we split atoms
merely to produce electricity or to be
used in weaponry, the poisonous by-
products will some daycome back to
haunt us all.
It should be remembered that this
dispersion of nuclear technology is
taking place in a world in which it
seems that the only way people can
unite is against a common enemy.
This can be a very positive force if
the enemy happens to be war,
poverty or disease (as witnessed in
the tremendous response by
Canadians towards the appeal of
Terry Fox). Unfortunately, though,
the perceived "enemies" most
people have are those who differ in
religious beliefs, race or political
affiliations. In large part this
explains the terrible irrationalityof a
world spending $1 billion daily on
arms while it is plagued with
overwhelming problems of hunger,
disease, and overpopulation. Some
of the greatest minds in this world
are wasted in attempting tofind new
and ingenious ways of doing away
with each other. Sadly, thiscraziness
is going to escalate with the
scrapping of the SALT II treaty.
It seems that we are heading
towards the 21st Century on rather
unstable ground. Fear and mutual
suspicion still dominate our psyche.
Twice this summer U.S. forces and
nuclear installations were put on
alert because a piece of computer
hardware costing 46c went amok.
One conjures up images of crazy
men at the controls, computer slip-
ups and some one on the White
House-Kremlin hotline muttering
"awfully sorry about that" while a
multitude of missiles are soaring
over the polar icecap. Although this
may sound like the plot of some ill-
conceived comic opera it ispainfully
close to the way things are.
Looking at the bright side,
however, it would seem that earth-
lings have little to worry about
concerning any threats posed by
intelligent life somewhere in the
outer galaxies. If they were truly
intelligent, they would have nothing
to do with spaceship earth and its
zany inhabitants. Likewise, for the
relatively sane on this planet,
dealing with reality on a day-to-day
basis can be quite a traumatic
experience. So next time you turn on
the evening news and a spokesman
for the XXX is bleating out
something about upholding
Christian values and Soviet tanks
are "liberating" yet anothercountry
and political terrorists somewhere
have wasted the lives of innocent
people to make some twisted
statement, always remember that
the Turret is convieniently located
and open till midnight.
CORRECTIONS
Thearticle on page 3 oflast week's
Cord erroneously stated that tuition
at WLU went up $90 or 12%.
Tuition actually climbed $55
between 1979-80 and 1980-81, or a
7.3% increase.
The page 2 article on the Political
Science Association refers to
"Christian Dinner/Dance". It
should read "Christmas" instead.
The Cord regrets these errors and
any inconvience they may have
caused.
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RADIO LAURIER
AS IT WAS
by Rodger Tschanz
What we know today as the "late"
Radio Laurier began its career ten
years ago in the form ofStudio B for
Radio Waterloo (CKMS). At that
time the Laurier studio had 2
turntables, an on-air control board
and approximately 5 microphones
for interviews. The split between the
two studios finally came in 1972,due
to differences in broadcasting
approaches, and Radio Lutheran
was formed. The name changed to
Radio Laurier in 1973 when the
university's name changed.
At the time of the split,
broadcasting was on the closed-
circuit system confined to the
Torque Room speakers. 1974
found the university's on-campus
residences equipped with speakers
so that residents not having cable
hook-up for stereos could still listen
to the campus radio.
It seems as though up until 1975
programming was one of the
weakest aspects of the station.
Sports coverage was minimal and
newscasts were non-existent. Even
though poor programming
persisted, Radio Laurier seemed to
enjoy one of its most public years.
According to surveys taken at the
time, RL was enjoyed by both
students and non-students. At one
time 70% of the listening audience
were non-WLU students. In 1975,
the Canadian Radio and
Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC) made a ruling demanding
that studios broadcasting on cable
secure a licence. To be eligible for
such a license, the programming
quality had to meet with the
CRTC's standards. Another
qualificationfor a CRTC licensewas
and is for all members on the Board
of Directors to be Canadian.
RL was allowed to broadcast
without a license into the middle of
1976 by the grace of the CRTC to
give it time to meet CRTC require-
ments. By 1978, RL had been
refused a license by theCRTC twice;
refusals of this sort followed RL to
the bitter end. Programming at RL
had definitely improved but the
presence of non-Canadians on the
Board hadn't.The means of getting
a purely Canadian Board, short of
removing those members already
appointed would have been the
incorporation of RL. Although
incorporation was seriously thought
about, nothing came of it.
As its listening audiencedwindled
due to its limited means of
broadcasting so did Radio Laurier
itself start its decline. It could be
seen a long way off by anyone
having anything to do with the
station; RL was near its end. On
September 20, 1980, 10 years of
radio on campus ended.
PLAN FOR GROWTH
by Rodger Tschanz
The famed but elusive 5 year plan
was to commence this fall and to
reach its completion in 1985. In
previous years ofRadio Laurier, the
executive was not involved in policy
decisions or goal formation; this
plan was an attempt to change that.
One of the first things on the
agenda for the plan was therepairs,
update and expansion of the existing
closed-circuit system. Also involved
was the possible application to the
CRTC for a carrier-current license
which would allow anyone on
campus to pick up CILR on an AM
radio. This means of transmission
involves using the existing electrical
power circuits as a broadcast
medium.
Problems with the carrier-current
means of broadcasting were and are
(1) the low quality of the reception
and (2) the difficulty in containing
any leaks outside of the licensed
broadcast radius (the WLU
campus).
Why then was this method, which
is incidentally employed by stations
at the U ofGuelphas well as the U of
Toronto, even considered? The
carrier-current has the reputation of
being easily adapted to a low budget
radio station. It is simple to hook up.
In addition, in 1985 the AM band
is scheduled to be extended and
existing band widths narrowed to
provide more space on air for new
AM transmitters.
With this in mind it was thought
that by obtaining carrier-current
license it wouldbeeasier in five years
to secure a position on the AM dial.
However, no guarantees could be
offered.
Also planned was the incorpora-
tion of CILR to eliminate the
problems encountered in getting a
cable transmitting license from the
CRTC. A board ofdirectorswhich is
not all Canadian cannot hold such a
license. This had been a problem in
the past and could have been a
problem in the future under the
existing power structure. Although
WLUSU would still have financial
control over the CILR, the station
could have dealt with the public on
its own, i.e. with respect to
advertising.
Section D of the 5 year plan
advocated the centralization of
CILR where the executive offices
and the on-air studios would
become one physical entity. This
consolidation would have made
interaction between radio
personnel, executives, and the public
an easier task. Those familiar with
the set up of CILR in the past will
know that it wasspread out among 3
different rooms in various parts of
the Student Union Building. The
proposed location for CILR was a
cornerof the second floor of the new
addition to the building.
Year One of the plan was to have
concentrated on the development of
production and programming
quality to create a "marketable"
radio station. Ideas for the new
programming setup included
extensive coverage of sports and
other WLU-WLUSU events at the
school and interviews with future
performers at Laurier.
Campus and community
organizations were also to be asked
to express their views.
Probably the most important
facet of the CILR programming
policy was the conducting oflistener
surveys to find out what was wanted
by the general public.
Although CILR exists no longer,
this policy is carried on by its
offshoot, SAM board, which
operates to an extent in the Turret
on the basis of popular requests.
Year 2 of the plan was to be based
soley on the success of the
programming ofyear I. Ifcredibility
was achieved during the first year
then Grand River Cable would
allow people having cable hook-up
for their stereos to receive it.
This credibility would also make
CILR more attractive to advertisers.
Although advertising would be
impossible over cable, by means of
using split lines, on campus
advertising could have been done.
In the 5 year plan, outlines for
years 3, 4, and 5 were less clearly
marked out. What seems to have
been the main objective was for
CILR to get on the good side fo the
CRTC through quality program-
ming.
The fifth and most important year
would find CILR campaigning to
get on the AM band which would be
incidentally less expensive than on
FM.
The decision of what type of radio
station CILR would be also woald
have had to be made at this time.
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OSAP OVERPAYMENTS
by Joanne Rimmer
Many students find their
education very expensive (that's an
understatement!) and they find that
they need financial assistance, so
they apply to OSAP (Ontario
Student Assistance Program) for
help. They must complete
information forms accurately to
indicate their family's and their own
financial situation. Sometimes, due
to an innocent mistake on the part
of the student or his parents, the
application is filled out incorrectly
and the student receives an incorrect
amount of money. If it is more than
he should have received, he is
expected to return the excess
amount immediately, as he is not
entitled to that much. This
procedure is reasonable, agreed?
However, two years ago, the
OSAP program changed in several
ways. The application form has
since included questions reeardine
assets of the student and his/her
family. The loan—grant ratio has
changed; not all students are
required to take a loan before
receiving a grant. Grant eligibility
periods were introduced, meaning
that students can only receive grants
for 8 periods of a maximum of 19
weeks (1 term).
When the program changed, the
computer program also had to be
changed. According to Horace
Braden, Director of Student
Awards, this program had not been
adequately pre-tested. Therefore,
that year; when OSAP forms began
flowing in, there were several delays
in payment and several mistakes
made. These were due to flaws in the
program and human error.
Many students received more
money than they were actually
entitled; not because of their own
mistakes, but this time, it was the
computer's fault. However, they
were still not entitled to the extra
money; it was expected to be
returned. The students found this
quite a burden since the money had
often been put to use before they
knew it was to be returned. When
you are a student, discovering that
you have to repay a large amount of
money that you considered your
own, could be a shock. Many did not
have the money and could not raise
it. In August, 1980, the Minister of
Colleges and Universities, Bette
Stephenson said that the decision to
deferrepayment was inkeeping with
Ontario's policy to provide
accessibility to post secondary
education for all qualified Ontario
residents.
Between 200 and 300 studentswill
benefit from this decision. Mr.
Braden thought that a few wouldbe
affected at Laurier but he could not
estimate how many.
U OF MANITOBA STATION GONE
WINNEPEG (CUP)- WLU is not
theonly university in Canada to lose
itsradio station recently. Students at
the University of Manitoba are
diturbed that the campus radio
station they pay for in their student
fees has been closed down by student
council.
CJUM went off the air May 29
when council refused to advance
$13,000 needed to keep the station
going and recommended to the
CJUM board of directors that the
station be closed.
Despite the closure students are
still paying $4 each in student fees
towards the station.
A survey conducted by the
student newspaper. The Manitoban,
discovered more than 60 per cent
disapproved of the station closure.
Eighty per cent said they wanted
some service for the CJUM fee. "I
think it stinks," said one third year
science student. "It's ludicrous. I
want something for my money."
The survey also discovered that
over 80 percent of the students
disapproved ofcouncil'shandling of
the affair. They felt council's actions
were high-handed and that a
referendum should have been held
to decide on the closure.
"I can't believe they just went
ahead andclosed the station without
asking the students," said one
student. "How can they claim to be
in any way representative?"
If a referendum had been held the
radio station would still be
operating, according to the
Manitoban survey.
There are no plans to revive
CJUM which operated as a
community FM station, broadcast-
ing across the greater Winnipeg
area.
The station was always in
financial trouble, council said.
Council also felt that students at
the University of Manitoba did not
listen to the station and thus it did
not warrent council support.
Negotiations are currently taking
place between council and a
Winnipeg group who wish to
purchase CJUM's equipment and
start their own community radio
station.
STUDENT DIRECTORY
by CarlFriesen
Publication of the WLU Student
Directory is coming along on
schedule.
The directory, which lists the
name, local address and phone
number as well as home address of
every WLU student is compiled
mostly from the Registrar's
computerized records.
Delays in the production of last
year's book resulted from the fact
that the compilers had to type all
information into the computer and
check for corrections instead of
having the printout prepared by the
Registrar as is happening this
year. The problem was caused
by the changing of systems by
the university at the time.
Although this problem is not
anticipated by the compilers this
year, the process still takes time,
particularly in getting the printout in
the first place.
"The Registrar won't give us
anything until late registration and
this year that was the 15th of
September" said Darlene Petrie, this
year's1Directory Editor.
Tables were set up in the
Concourse on Thursday and Friday
of last week as well as Monday and
Tuesday of this week to allow
students to check the correctness of
information about themselves which
will appear in the Directory.
Petrie stated that many of the
errors which occur in the book are
the result of students not going to
the correction'tables.
Joe Veit, President of Student
Publications, said that the directory
will be out by the end of October.
PIC
BY
RODGER
TSCHANZ
Horace Braden, Directorof Student Awards at WLU, says that tcomputer error caused overpayment to some students.
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The GREAT BARREL RACE
A Sanctioned
oktoberfest Event Saturday, October 18, 1980
9:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m.
in DOWNTOWN WATERLOO
Awards by
DETAILS AND ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE IN THE WLUSU
ENTERTAINMENT
GOOD TIMES WITH GLIDER
by Erin Gilligan
Thursday evening at theTurret an
enthusiastic crowd moved to the
sound of GLIDER. "Successful"
would best describe the band, well
on their way to becoming popular.
GLIDER was versatile. They
played a lot of popular music and
just packed the dance floor.
Especially well received were the
Beach Boys and Supertramp sets
and, saving the best for last...the
Rolling Stones set.
Although GLIDER is a local
band, that has only been together
since February 1980, they certainly
are moving. Striving to be known in
Southern Ontario, they've played
every evening except Sundays in
colleges, high schools and clubs
including five engagements at the
Coronet and three at Ballinger's.
The band featured Grant
Cummings on bass, Gary Mleinik
on guitar, Rick Hutt on keyboards
and Michael Oberle on drums. The
latter two are graduates of W.L.U.
Prior to the formation of Glider,
Cummings and Mleinek played
together in a band called Shamus,
Oberle was the drummer for lan
Thomas for five years and Hutt has
been active arranging, writing and
producing for the top area studio,
Waxworks. Glider has been busy
with studio work, commercials
featuring both vocal and
instrumental.
"Ambitious" could also describe
the band. They'll be on tourwithlan
Thomas for nine weeks in Ontario,
Quebec and the Maritimes. In
January 1981 they are recording
their first album.
Thursday night was a great time. I
think that sentiment is unanimous,
Gliderperformed well and returned
for one encore. Laurier students
look forward to a return
engagement.
SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT PART2
by Sandy French
The hardest part about writing any
paper, whether it be an essay,
business report or a fantastic movie
review, is the opening paragraph.
What message or arguement are you
trying to convey to your reader(s).
I toyed with several magnificent
openings but the one I'm going to
use as a basis for my arguement ws
suggested by a friend. (Not a ve/y
good friend or he wouldn't have
insisted that he get credit for the
line).
Anyways, he suggested that
everyone would go see
SMOKEY
AND THE BANDIT 11. Why?
That's easy, it is by far one of the
worst movies you'll ever see in your
life so go now and get it out of the
way. That way every movie you see
in the future will be fantastic when
you compare it to this disaster.
Personally, I would rather save
the $7.00 and stay home and read
accounting manuals but he does
have a valid point, the movie is
terrible. If you took away all the
ingredients that made SMOKEY I
successful, you would be left with its
sequel SMOKEY 11.
It is dull, unimaginative,
foolish,
soporific and a complete waste of
time and money — I'm letting them
offeasy. I really don'tknow howthis
passed our infalliable Ontario
Censor Boad because this movie
could insight riots when people see
what a rip-off this flick is. I hope I've
made my point, that is, I really
didnd't like the movie.
It would be, however, unfair not
to bring out the. movie'sgood points.
In conclusion I would like to say
the title is appropriate, they're
"bandits" to make you pay to see it
and you really are getting"smoked"
if you show up.
CANADIAN TALENT
DOES IT AGAIN
by CynthiaLiedtke
Last Friday afternoon I had the
pleasure of having a conversation
with the writer, actor and executive
producer, Richard Gabourie, of the
new Canadian Film "Title Shot".
The movie is a character study of
three men and the intrigue behind a
heavy weight championship-boxing
match on which the outcome oftheir
lives depends.
The most familar actor, Tony
Curtis, whose name catches our eye,
plays the part of a fight promoter
who takes wagers on thefighters. He
uses mafia connections and a
complex computer network to hay
c the odds to his advantage.
Robert Delbert is an aging black
champ about to fight what could be
the most difficult fight of his career
and in the process is pursued by a
sniper.
Richard Gabourie, a Canadian
born actor who wrote the original
story, plays a cop. His hope is to
expose the whole racket with a
personal motive, to regain his title
and reputation with the police force.
Gabourie explained that using
Tony Curtis for a lead role in the
movie is for the purpose of getting
the attention of the viewing
audience. Once the Canadian made,
Canadian produced movies are seen
more and more frequently, the
Canadian film industry can start to
use Canadian actors and actresses to
promote visibility.
Richard Gabourie says that this
signifies the growth ofCanada," it is
a coming of age that countries like
Canada and Australia who didn't
appreciate their own are now
experiencing. They are scared to say
that what they make is good unless
someone else said it was good first."
There is evidence of this growth
and creative independence
especially in the past year as far as
the number of the recording artists
and writers who have come into the
spotlight are concerned.
Richard Gabourie says this movie
came from his own experience of
watching a fight one evening when
he was at home with his family. He
says thereis too much moviemaking
on one theme. It appears to be the
case that one movie that does well at
the box office will spark a deluge of
movies with much the same idea.
Some examples of this are the
science fiction and high school prom
horrors. Canada has enough talent
that it shouldn'thave to do this to be
successful in the film making
industry.
Gabourie wrote "Title Shot" and
"3 Card Monte" and says he 'enjoys
writing, expecially when I don't have
to do it. He started acting by taking
lead roles in plays in public and high
school. Gabourie studied in the
Academy for Theatre Arts in
Toronto for five years and enjoys
seeing live theatre performances as
well as motion pictures, although
presently his interest leans more
toward acting in movies.
He is working on a weekly series
entitled 'Car Pool', a situation
comedy by the producers of "Mary
Hartman, Mary Hartman". Six
wacky characters end up in a car
pool all because of a computer.
Gabourie plays the part of an
executive who is a real ladies man.
There is a transviteand others. The
series has been sold to Syndicate in
Los Angeles and Global Television
here.
Richard Gabourie's achievements
are numerous, the most important
being those as actor, writer and
excutive producer, financier on
"Three Card Monte". He won the
1978 Canadian Film Award for Best
Actor and he won the "Wendy
Michener Award" for his other
outstanding mutiple achievements.
This actor had been placed in a
typecasting syndrome by his 'nice
guy' roles in CBC series "The
Collaborators", "The National
Dream" and the "Last Spike".
By writing his own parts as a pool
and card shark in "Three Card
Monte" he was able to break out of
the mould and to explore the depths
of his talent.
Richard Gabourie is very
interested in seeing Canadian films
come to the surface, needless to say
he hopes "Title Shot" will beamong
them.
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NEW REVOLUTIONS
THE REELS
by Ian Head and Greg Brown
To put it bulntly, the REELS
make unusual music. The "manic"
sounds have been likened to such
notables as XTC, Devo, and the
Talking Heads.
That statement is not too
surprising in itself, because that
describes a lot ofbands coming into
the music scene lately, but when I
found out they were from Australia
... well that's different.
The bandconsists offive members
from the outback town of DUBBO,
with lead singer David Mason
providing most of the band's
material.
The reason I cann their music
manic is because it's a pretty apt
description, considering the
pumping, chruning sounds that
tumble out of the speakers when you
put the REEL'S debuteffort onyour
turntable.
The band recorded this album in
their hometown using the facilities
of a $150,000 mobile 16 track studio
housed in a Mercedes truck, in order
toget the right atmosphere and
mood and with results like these,
you can't really complain.
It's a fine effort from a band who
wasn't influenced by punk or New
Wave bands, because they never
heard or saw thatstyle of music and
were isolated from it.
Two of the stand-out tracks are
the irresistable "Love Will Find a
Way" and the wacky "Plastic Pop".
Aside from vocalist Mason, the
REELS are Colin Newham,
keyboard; Craig Hooper, guitar;
Paul abrahams, bass; and, John
Bliss, drums.
KINGBEES
"The Kingbees" are another one
of those glitterrock bands from the
bars ofLA working hard tocopy the
New Wave style coming out of
England. And in this case, they can
be added to the list of failures that
seems to be growing constantly. At
first listen they sound like "The
Beat" from LA one ofthose failures
I was talking about.
The band is headed by Jamie
James a Canadian from Toronto
who writes most of the songs. In 76-
-78 he played with Steppenwolf as
head guitarist during their 42 state
tour. In late 78 he got together with
Rex Robertsand Michael Rummans
in Hollywood and "The Kinebees"
were formed. The single "My
Mistake" is heardconstantly on a lot
of the AM and FM stations and the
reason I figure that they play it is
because of its cancon material. If
you want to savesome money andbe
smart, don't buy it.
SCORPIONS
The advent of new wave in the late
'70's (aptly described by many as
rock's renaissance) had been
paralleled by theemergence ofa new
breed of musicians utilizing an old
format, in short, heavy metal is
back. West Germany's Scorpions
along with their comtemporaries
such as England's Def Leppard and
America's Molly Hatchet have in
short order made it and made it big,
capitalizing on a new marketable
generation with cliche techniques
extracted from the golden days of
Led Zepplin.
Although the context has
changed, the themes remain the
same which suggests that for these
fellow rock 'n roll is not so much a
musical form as it is an attitude.
Nevertheless, the bottom line is that
originality has nevercountedamong
the heavy metal genre anyway and
Scorpions do indeed deliver the
goods: a solid rhythm section
complemented by searing guitar
work and an ample demonstration
of vocal prowess; typical but
effective. My advice: If the shoe fits,
wear it.
KRAFTWERK
"Orchestral Manoeuvres" began
as a simple interest in the electronic
muscial format popularized by
Kraftwerk around 1975, developed
into the formation ofthe band "The
Id" by 1977 and culminated most
recently in the release oftheir debut
album, "In the Dark".
The two member band consisting
of Andy McClusky(bass, vocal) and
Paul Humphreys (keyboards) has,
over a two year period, achieved a
degree of credibility which earned
them an engagement as support
number on Gary Numan's autumn
'79 tour of the U.K. and placed
successive single releases in the Top
30.
The band's strength lies in the
simple finesse they exhibit in their
song structures with the result that
their sound, while always of an
experimental nature, remains
accessible, understandable and
engaging.
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I PLACEMENT AND CAREER SERVICES
H bW Wilfrid Laurier University
EVENING HOURS
Wed., 4:30 — 7:30 p.m.
Full range of services available in
Placement & Career Services
on Wednesday evenings.
-Career Planning "Recruiting Information-Career Information - Job Referral
-Job Search -Resume Writing
WEEKLY EVENTS
SUNDAYS
￿Ecumenical Reformed Worship for
Entire University Community. Rm.
289 H.H. 10:30 a.m., Refreshments
afterwards.
TUESDAYS
•Course in Reformed Doctrine by
Chaplain Rem Kooistra D. Th.
Conrad Grebel College, Rm. 251,
7:00—8:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAYS
*God, Man and World— Non-
credit interdisciplinary course by
Graham Morbey M. Div., Drs., Rm
334, H.H., 5:00—6:00 p.m.
Wednesday evenings, the Alfred
Kunz Singers have rehearsals. The
Alfred Kunz Singers got started in
the fall of 1976, singing a wide
variety of music from all periods.
They sing many concerts
throughout the year and recently
had a numberofsuccessful showson
television called "Music Alive". The
choir wishes to expand its
membership and extends an
invitation for all those interested
people who wish to be part ofa new
singing challenge. All ages are
welcome. Weekly rehearsals are on
Wednesdays from 7:30 p.m. to 10:00
p.m. If interested call 886-5521.
Radio Laurier's empty offices leave a void in radio listening for
some students at the university.
TESTING IN K-W
by Mark Wigmore
and Mike Strathdee
Twelve years of"Gemutlikeit"
has given Oktoberfest a
reputation for beer, polkas,
weiner schnitzel, great times
and long line-ups. In past years
students have found themselves
feathered hat in hand, looking
for a warm place to polka. Line-
ups have been especially long on
the week-ends.
This year the K-W Oktober-
fest halls with a total capacity of
19,506 open to serve the public
during the week of runningfrom
October 10-18. The halls can be
divided into 3 categories: clubs,
hotels and arenas, each one
giving a slightly different flair
and style to the Oktoberfest
festivities.
The originator of Oktoberfest,
the Concordia Club, is still one
of the best places in town. For
the week, the club has erected a
large circus tent to give the club
a capacity of 2,040. It provides a
large area for music, games of
chance, schnapps bars, plenty of
German food, polkas and of
course beer. Unfortunately with
its popularity comes a scarcity
of tickets. A spokesman for the
club stated that people were
calling as early as March and
April to get tickets. During the
week, people oan still get in if
they go early enough in the day
(before 5 pm) but for the week-
ends, as with most places in
town, the situation is pretty
grim. Tickets are available for
both Saturdays but for the
afternoons only. A ticket priced
at $2.50 will allow you to polka
from 11:30 am to 5:00 pm, at
which time the hall is cleared for
the evening session. No tickets
are available in advance for the
evening sessions on the week-
ends.
The situation is similar at the
other clubs in town. The
Transylvania Club and the
Schwaben Club have no
advance tickets available for the
week-ends and only a few left at
the door.
Among the hotels, the
Waterloo Motor Inn, is the
closest for students. Laurence
Bingeman, owner of the Inn,
promises that this year's
celebration will be "bigger and
better than ever before." Some
tickets are still available for the
Pickle Cellar. Andy Blumauer's
band plays upstairs whil the
Polka Aces entertain down.
Other than the tickets available
for the first Friday night no
MUPPET MOVIE
by Mary Donkers
Don't tell me you missed the ever
sensational Muppet Movie starring
that lovable, philosophical, skinny-
letted, green frog, Kermit! Why,
that's blasphemous!! I thought all
students watched the Muppets with
a religious fervour. Well, if you
missed it I can only say I'm sorry for
you.
The Muppet Movie contained all
of the essentials: violence, love, a
broken heart, bad guys, good guys,
humour, music, and last, but not
least, sex.
The purpose of the Muppet
Movie was to give viewers of the
weekly halfhour T.V.showa history
as to how the Muppets got together
and made it to the big times; that is
to say, Hollywood.
In the opening scene we see the
talentedKermit playing a banjo and
singing a song. Meanwhile, a
Hollywood agent (Don DeLuise)
appears and offers him an
opportunity to make it big in
Hollywood.
After careful consideration
Kermit decideshe will try for the big
times and sets out on his travels.
Within a short time he beginse to
attract otherdreamers as humourist.
Fozzy Bear, the crooked beaked
Gonzo, the sexy Miss Piggy, and the
many othersseen on the weeklyT.V.
series.
The Muppets are often funnier
when seemingly not trying to be. At
one time we find Gonzo in
somewhat of a sorry plight as he is
carried off the ground by a bunch of
balloons. Kermit, seeing but not
understanding the situation, asks
Gonzo what he is doing. Gonzo
nonchalantly replies, "Oh, about
seven knots!"
But underlying the humour, the
songs, and often ridiculous antics of
the Muppets is a gently persuasive
philosophy oflife. However, thereis
no need to ge see the movie for more
philosophy. We're already getting
enough in psych, and soc. Go and
see the movie for enjoyment, to get
away form those books and essays
already piling up! So nex time don't
miss The Muppet Movie.
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Thursday September 25
￿California Blitz is in the Turret
tonight.
￿The Luthern Student Movement is
having a Sports Night. Anyone is
invited to join in the fun and games,
you don't have to be an athlete.
We'll meet in the lower lounge ofthe
Seminary building at 7:3opm and
then proceed to thegym atSt. John's
Lutheran Church.
￿The film "Dial M for Murder" will
be shown in the HumanitiesTheatre
UW at 8:00pm. It is a tribute to the
director Alfred Hitchcock.
Admission is $2.00.
Thursday and Friday
September 25,26
•Two Chinese movies organized
by the Chinese students ,
Association will be shown in IEI.
The first entitled "Eight
Hundred Heroes" will be at
8:00pm. and "He Never Gives
Up" at 9:30 pm. The prices of
admission are $1.50 for
members and $2.00 for non-
members.
Saturday September 27
￿Rick Piche at Grandview Baptist
Church in Kitchener at 8:00 p.m.
Sunday September 28
￿The Gala OpeningofTheCentre in
the Square. The Gala opening
concert ofThe Centre in the Square
will be a performance of Gustav
Mahler's "Symphony No. 2 in C
Minor, The Resurrection", 8:00
The concert will be performed by
the Symphony Orchestra with
members of the London Symphony
Orchestra, soloists Janice Taylor,
mezzo-soprano, and Gaelyne
Gabora, soprano with a 300 voice
choir made up oftheKitchener Bach
Choir, the KW PhilharmonicChoir,
the Laurier Singers, the Menno
Singers, the Victor Martens
Chamber Singers, and the WLU
Choir. Tickets cost $ 10, $15and $20,
and are available from the Centre in
the Square box office. (519)578-
-1570.
the Square box office.
(519)578-1570.
￿The RC community of Wilfrid
Laurier will be celebrating its
first Liturgy of the Eurcharist in
the library of Clara Conrad Hall
at 12:00p.m. The celebrant is
Father Jack Cox.
Monday September 29
￿Gordon Lightfoot will be in
concert at the Centre in the
Square at 8:00 pm. Tickets are
$10.00, $12.50 and $15.00.
￿Canadian Film
Dr. Paul Tiessen will show and
discuss the film "Paul Tomkowicz:
Street Railway Switchman"
(Kroitor, 1954) thisevening at 7 p.m.
as part of a weekly lecture series.
Kitchener Public Library, Forest
Heights Branch.
￿The Archeology Club is having a
Pub crawl. The bus will leave the
theatre Auditorium at 6:oopm. The
cost is $3.50 for members and $4.00
for others. Ticket information
available at 44 Bricker.
￿Wildlife Photography
￿Mr. D. Arndt will speak on
"Wildlife Photography" this
evening at 7:30 p.m.V at the first
meeting the season of theKitchener-
Waterloo Field Naturalists.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
Kitchener Public Library.
Tuesday September 30
￿"Pesticides: Past and Present"
Professor VictorSnieckus will speak
this evening at 7 p.m., as part of a
weekly lecture series entitled
Chemistry for theCitizen.Kitchener
Public Library.
￿Coming to WLU in 1E1: Rocky [I.
Shows are at 7:oopm and 9:45pm.
Don't miss it.
Wednesday October 1
￿Carolyne Mas performs at the
Waterloo Motor Inn. Doors open at
8:00pm. Tickets are $5.00 for
students, $6.00 for others.
￿Members of the Laurier Christian
Fellowship are having a worship
service that will be in the Chapel
after supper which is at 4:45pm., in
the lower lounge of the Seminary
building. Anyone is invited to come:
sing, enjoy and worship the Lord.
￿"The Peoples of the Sea"
Dr. Lawrence Toombs will discuss
"The Peoples of the Sea" this
evening at 7 p.m. as part ofa weekly
archaeology course onancient Israel
entitled "Cultures in Collision".
Kitchener Public Library.
￿Dance of Myths and Legends
Internationally-renowned Menaka
Thakkar performs a rich and
colourful repertior of East Indian
classical dance. Sponsored by UW
Dance Department it is part of the
World of Dance Series. It is in the
theatre of the Arts at 4:00 pm.
Tickets are $2.50 at the door.
Thursday October 2
￿Lutheran Student Movement: We
will be sifting our minds for
thoughts on which we may build a
plan for a week of Chapel Services.
The week of Chapel will be Oct. 20-
-24. Our meetings are held in the
lower lounge of the Seminary
building at 7:30 p.m. New members
with new ideas are invited to attend.
￿Crawford entertains students in the
Turret tonight.
￿"Life After the War (of 1812)"
Professor Royce MacGillivray will
discuss "Life After the War" this
evening at 7 p.m. as apart of a
weekly lecture series entitled
Ontario History to Confederation.
Kitchener Public Library.
￿Introduction to Folklore
Professor Neil Hultin explores the
wide variety offolklore that exists all
around us during a weekly lecture
series which begins at 7 p.m.
Kitchener Public Library, Forest
Heights Branch.
￿Music at Noon Concert at WLU
Music at noon will feature Leupold
Series: J.S. Bach Organ Recital V,
Jan Overduin. Concert will be held
at 12 noon in the Seminary Chapel.
Admission is free and everyone is
welcome.
￿Social-Work Lecture at WLU
Dr. Francis J. Turner, former dean
of social work at Wilfrid Laurier
University and now academic vice-
president of Laurentian University,
will speak on "The Fate of the
Family in 1980" at 8 p.m. in the
main lecture hall, Frank C. Peters
Building (corner Albert and
University) Wilfrid Laurier
University. There is no charge and
there will be coffee with the speaker
afterwards. The lecture is sponsored
by the trustees of the Easton-
McCarney Memorial Fund and the
WLU Social Work Faculty, and is
the annual Easton-McCarney
lecture.
Saturday October 4
￿Murray McLauchlan is in concert
in theHumanities Theatre at 7:oopm
and at 10:00pm. Tickets are $6.50
for students and $7.50 for non-
students.
•Homecoming '80 at WLU
All WLU Alumni are invitedback to
enjoy the parade beginning at
10:00am leaving from the Athletic
complex parking lot. The annual
meeting will be at 12:00 noon in the
Paul Martin Centre. Football game
versus Western at 2:oopm at
Seagram Stadium. There will be a
post game party in Seagram
gymnasium and the Homecoming
dance at 9:oopm in the Student
Ballroom.
Tuesday October 7
￿The Chinese Magic Circus of
Taiwan features magicians, dancers,
jugglers,and spectacular acrobats in
the HumanitiesTheatre at 8:00 pm.
Tickets are $7.00 and $5.00 for
students.
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KRISTOFFERSON: AKLASS
OF HIS OWN
by Cynthia Liedtke
On Tues. the 16thofSeptember, I
was sitting alone at the south end of
the Kitchener Memorial Auditor-
ium waiting for the concert to
commence.
At 8:00 p.m. Billy Swarm and the
band started the evening off with a
few rock songs with a touch of
country, featuring the piano. His
half hour performance was vibrant
and bright, the band was well
balanced with Billy's voice and his
lyrics were clearly understood.
The music he sang were songs
about love and hiswish that hecould
help make life better. Some of'his
lyrics: "please don't Jeave me in
misery", "do I have to draw a
picture and put it. right in front of
your face" and one tune everyone
recognized was on thecharts abdut 5
years ago; "I can help, I've got two
stro.ig arms, let me help."
At 8:30 p.m. Biliy introducedKris
Kristofferson as "one of the greatest
songwriters ever. He can't play all
his songs, you know that ... he has
written so many". For the next hour
and a halfKristofferson performed
many new tunes from his newest
album as well as familiarmusic from
years past.
Kristofferson's stage presencewas
reserved and very professional but
others thought he juststood on stage
and sang, needless to say they were
not highly impressed. He didn't
move around on stage very much
while he was singing but
concentrated on the importance and
meaning he was conveying with his
lyrics.
This particular artist has worked
for years to achieve the calibre of
music that he has become known
for. His voice, though thought to be
unusual and "not that good" is
really very impressive because
people seem to remember it and
recognize it very easiiy. The quality
of hi: voice enhances his lyrics and if
you listen closely, it seems as though
his deep voice expresses what is at
the bottom of his heart. His
melodies fit the moods of
seriousness, serenity, concern, hurt
and happiness.
Some of his impressive lyrics
are about people he came close to:
from the song "Loving Her Was
Easier"; "the easy way she opened
up the door in my mind"; "you lead
me to a side of you that I refused to
see ... so I guess it ws a blessing in
disguise."
Other songs are about people
whom he just observed, like Casey:
"he stumbles as he's leaving and
wonders if it's the beer that's in his
belly or the tear that' in his eye."
Two particular lines from two
separate songs reflect experiences
that many of us may tendto have at
some time or another: "Just the
other side of nowhere going home";
and from 'Boarder Lord', "...
tapping time and tinkingof the time
we never took the time to take."
Every once in a while,
Kristofferson would interrupt his
words with a comment. He sang
"tommorrow's out of sight"
followed by a sigh of relief and
"thank God."
Kris performed new tunes andold
ones, the most familiar being "Me
and Bobby McGee", "Jesus Was a
Capricorn", "The Silver Tongued
Devil andI", "Burden ofFreedom",
and "Sunday Morning."
At two points durng the
performance, the lights were set up
in such a way that they gave the
impression of a blue sky and deep
orange sun rays on the backdrop
behind the band.
Kristofferson was pleased with
the audience who "showed up your
emotion like you are cheering for a
hockey game". Although it was a
relatively small audience, those
people present sure made Kris and
his band feel welcome.
The only unfortunate thing was
that he had to perform in the
auditorium where the acoustics are
not the best.
In conclusion, Kris Kristofferson
did his best and came out on top. If
anyone enjoys his music but was
unable to attend the concert, they
sure missed an excellent display of
talent.
MINGLEWOOD BAND
by Greg Brown
At the end of the night last
Thursday, the MINGLEWOOD
BAND gave everybody at the
Waterloo Motor Inn exactly what
they wanted, from Nova Scotia,
hard driving and fun lovingrock and
roll.
Throughout both sets, Matt
Minglewood brought up the band's
roots and along with Nova Scotia's
provincial flag on the front of the
band's organ, they never let anyone
forget where they were from. They
were truly proud to say, "hey Nova
Scotia can rock and roll justas good
as any part of Canada".
The majority of their materialwas
from their second album, which was
released more than a year ago but
right from the start they took
complete control by getting the
majority of the crowd up and
dancing.
The Minglewood Band has a good
time on stage and they wanted
everybody in the audience to do the
same the only problem was thatafter
about an hour they left for a(short?)
break which stopped the momentum
they had gathered from the crowd.
When they came back for the second
set, they had to start all over again
building up the crowd and before
you knew it, it was over just when
everyone was yelling for more.
The show itself had no surprises,
no mistakes andno disappointments
as everyone heard everything they
wanted to hear. All six members
took their share ofboth the spotlight
and responsibilities on stage. The
spokesman and M.C. of the show
was Matt Minglewood, who despite
a sliver in his hand was greatwith his
stories and introductions to songs.
The music was crisp and clean,
never too loudandalways enjoyable
as well as danceable.
If you and your friends everwant
a night of guaranteed fun, get your
cowboy boots and hats, get your
jeans on and go see the
MINGLEWOOD BAND...you
won't be disappointed.
CINEPLEX
by Mike Strathdee
During this past summer, while
most students were at home either
soaking up rays or chasing the
almighty dollar, an interesting and
relatively new form of presenting
film entertainment made its entry
into theK—W market. On July 2nd,
the Toronto based Cineplex
Corporation opened a six theatre-
establishment in downtown
Kitchener. The opening made it only
the second such enterprise in
Canada, thefirst being the 18theatre
Cineplex which opened in Toronto
in April of 1979.
Cineplexdiffers from convention-
al theatre chains in a number of
ways. Firstly, they cater specifically
to the second run market, screening
films which were box office hits
perhaps 6 months or a year
previously. If you missed such
popular movies as "The Deer
Hunter", "Serial", "All That Jazz",
or "Midnight Express" (to name a
few notable attractions which
Cineplex featured) the first time
around, Cineplex provides another
opportunity for you to see them.
According to Barry Silver,
General Manager of the Cineplex
Corporation, there is a considerable
market for such offerings. He points
to the success of the parent Toronto
operation (Where Midnight Express
enjoyed a 64 week run) as evidence
of the fact. Ed Birch, manager of the
Kitchener Cineplex echoes this
view. Mr. Birch also believes that
many people like to see more films
again which they may have
particularly enjoyed.
Screening of high calibre
foreign films which "might not
otherwise be seen in this
market" is also a Cineplex
policy. Mr. Birch states that
Cineplex is moving, in a gradual
process, towards a mix of 50%
Hollywood based, 50% foreign
films.
Cineplex also departs from the
norm by showing Canadian made
short subject before each feature
presentation. General Manager,
Barry Silver states thatthereasoning
behind this policy is twofold. Silver
says that this policy tends to
encourage Canadian filmaking.
Also, adds Silver, "the inclusion of
the short subjects gives the audience
a little something extra for their
money." The Cineplex corporation
employs a fulltime shorts booker,
Patricia Thompson, to fulfill this
role.
The seating capacity in Cineplex
theatres is considerably less than in
other theatres, and the screen size is
scaled down respectively. A
Cineplex promotional flyer states
that the size of each theatre varies
between" ... 55 to 79 ... very much
like being in your own private
screening room."
Barry Silver told the Cord that
expansion has a high priority in the
scheme of Cineplex operations.
Cineplex opened their third set of
theatres in Burlington on September
11th, and if all goes well, eventually
plan to set up shop in every major
Canadian city. Mr. Silver believes
that within the next 16 to 18
months, "there should be a chain of
Cineplex theatres dottedright across
the country."
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POETICS
On Correspondence
I received a note the other day
From an old acquaintance who seemed quite smitten
A short note to chastize my idleness
And to remind me that I had not written.
Replied I not to take offence,
Please do not feel that your friendship I am slighting,
You see, you top a long, long list,
Of letters that I'm not writing
I seem to have lost the proper knack
This is a game I'll no longer play
For what's the use of expanding countless long lines,
When there's nothing much to say?
I've sung the blues all too often,
I'm sure you're tired of that tune.
Besides I'm at a loss for a single malady
Which afflicts me this fair noon.
Similarly, to blow upon my own horn,
is really quite a bore.
And a repetitious account of my daily routine,
Would surely elicit yawns by the score.
I seem to have detected a tone of late,
Of obligation in your brief reply.
Correspondence forced from contrived friendship
Is really not worth a try.
So I'll end this note that I never wrote,
God bless you, my dear friend
For the sincerest thought that cah ever be sought
Lies in letters we never write or send.
Mike Strathdee
Star Gazing
It seems strange, it was what he
always wanted and yet
He felt uncomfortable, things
always came to easily.
People always asking, demanding
wanting things and yet
He always set the terms, he made the
rules.
It didn't matter, they could takeit or
leave it and yet
She accepted it, everythinghe asked,
demanded wanted
Without a question, it was a perfect
set-up and yet
What could he do, when his dream
came true but look ahead.
Sandy French
Disalienated
A great bird lands on a paved strip
it doesn't sing
but instead it roars as it sets down
in the great city
This is the only bird the city has
it had others
but in its great haste to rise at night
it drove them off
And what grows on the miles of concrete?
not flowers
only hard-voiced old ladies bark of beauty
and is it so?
No sound is heard of animals of nature
except in zoos
and there the disalienated cries are lost
in the roar of machines
Who can see the sky above
for tall trees
but of what consequence is this
for no one looks?
Out of the pleasant land
rises the city
and the city displaces nature
but which is jungle
Karen Wilkins
Single Coyote-
Lonely Coyote
The distant howl
Of a single coyote:
Wavered across
Sun parched barren land,
Where only cactus grow.
Thin white sheets of clouds
Drifted aimlessly high in the sky
Casting eerie shadows
Over the bleak landscape.
Through the clouds
The motion of birds could be seen,
Hovering, lingering overhead
Waiting for the final sign
Of death,
So they could swoop down
Upon the carcass, of a once
Lonely coyote,
Who had finally found peace
From the terror of the desert
In a .22.
by Derwin Lamont
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APPLICATION FOR THE
POSITIONS OF
STUDENT SECURITY
NOW BEING ACCEPTED
Apply in writing to:
JOHN KARR
NO LATER THAN
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1980
CUP US FOR -~z^g
Jr» M\ II ■ Yes1You can clip us for $2 00 off the regular price ofa wash, cut and style. Simply cut one of the capable_
stylists pictured here (face value of each is $2 00)
■ and bring it with you to Fridays Save all the faces for
future use Only one face may be used per person per_ , .••. .. visit Let's face it. you save by clipping us . V^itffct"-
■A\ Bk. MEN S HAIRSTYUNG • mSm fmv'■ m H 884-6361 -M Bfl B. GLENRIDGE PLAZA ; fij I:
:J| B-
CONNIE WATERLOO MARILYN
Classified Unclassified
ATTENTION WLU
FROSHETTES:
Has school got you down
already? Need a little relief and
relaxation? Say no more. The
boys at 20 Mayfield Aye. have
the answer for you. We can
teach you how to take your nose
out of those bookds and learn
the fun way. For more
information contact Units
14,15,16 and 17. Don't be shy!
We aren't!
Off-campus tuck-in for the boys
of WLU who miss Mom's tuck-
ins: for a mere charge you'll get
the sleep of your life. Call
884-0894 to make an appoint-
ment. Serious Inquiries only.
"Momma's Little Helpers"
**********
Dear Wendie and Weasel,
Did you take a look at the sky
lately? Winter is Definately on
its way and soon shootin' baars
will be out of season. We, the
members of the Bachelor's club
had better practice a little more
before the snow flies and we get
caught in a blizzard ...or
something. Besides, you never
know where those silly things go
when they are in hibernation!
London perhaps?
yours truly,
Confusion
Dear Mr. Flazon:
Let's get together again really
soon for a good"eye to eye" talk.
To make this possible, I'll even
take off my shoes. Keep smiling,
You guessed it!!
Classified Unclassified
llj Item Small 9" Medium 11" barge 15"/1 I
IK 1~ $2.95 $4.20 $5.30 VL
Jl 2 3.25 4.60 5.80 TOIf/ 3 3.55 5.05 6.30 \/#/_ 4 3.85 5.40 6.80 .Jll\hm) 5 4.15 SJJO 7.30 (%■/I I Extra .40 .50 .75 ~ I I; I Pepperom, Mushrooms, Olives. Sweet I |
Peppers, Onions, Hot Peppers, Bacon,
I Ham, Pineapple, Franks, Extra Sauce, I c
I STUDENT SPECIAL I I
Jl-Students who present ID card uponjii
lm? pick-up or eat-in will receive a
Weber N., 355 Erb \
Tuesdays — Medium 3 itemPizza $5»Q553.5Q IPickup or eat-in only |
Special Party Discount
Both Locations — Dining Room & Game Machines 1
Free Delivery of Medium or Large Size I
Pizzas To All University, Co-op and
Married Student Residences I
347 Weber St. N. 355 Erb St. W. j
Sun. Mon. Wed. & Thurs. 4pm-1 am Sun.-Thurs. 4pm-Midnight I
Tues. 11am-lam x
Fri & Sat. 4pm-3am Fri. & Sat. 4pm-3am I
884-1550 Pool Table & Pinball 885-4760 Pinball machines I
PIZZA PALACE OF WATERLOO [
advance tickets for week-ends
are available. However, there
are rush tickets available every
night at the door. Thursday
night, the Waterloo Motor Inn
has a university night with
tickets being available at the
University of Waterloo through
the Federation of Students
Office.
Most of the halls for
Oktoberfest are actually
converted hockey arenas. One
of the better arenas in town is
that at, Bingeman Park.
Tickets for BingemanPark are
available for both Saturdays
during the day ((11:30-5:00). The
Park has 2 halls in operation.
The arena (Marshall Hall) is the
largest and least formal. A more
formal dinner dance takes place
in the other halls (The Lodge).
The 16thof October is Waterloo
County Food Night at the park.
That night' for the cost of the
admission charge receive not
only music and fun but food
courtesy of Waterloo County
merchants. Bingeman Park
keeps a fair number of tickets at
the door so chances are food if a
person goes early enough.
The K-W Auditorium is
another of the bigh arenas for
Oktoberfest in the city. Best
known forits University night on
Wednesday night, the Aud. also
provides packed house
entertainment throughout the
week. Tickets are still available
for the first Friday (about 100).
Tickets are also available for the
last Saturday during the day. As
far as the Saturday nights are
concerned, Grant Hoffman, a
employee of theAud, states that
there were no advanced tickets
available "since the middle of
July."
Other arenas in town
providing the Oktoberfest spirit
include Queensmount Arena,
and Moses Springer.
Following is a list of some of
the facilities open for
Oktoberfest. Ticket availability
changes daily so it is wise to
make arrangements as soon as
possible. Most places reserve
some tickets for at the door.
Most places now have two shifts
on the Saturdays, meaning that
if a person wants to stay from
opening to closing two tickets
are necessary. Many nights at
the halls have themes ie., food
night, University Night, J.M.
Schneider Night, Insurance
Company Night.
CLUBS
Alpine Club 744-1521
Concordia Club 745-5617
Schwaben Club 742-7979
Transylvania Club 744-1191
HOTELS
Valhalla Inn 744-4141
Waterloo Motor Inn 884-0220
ARENAS
Bingeman Park 744-1555
K-W Auditorium 885-7125
Moses Springer Arena 885-4530
Queensmount Arefia 576-0571
Kitchener Farmers Market
885-1211
As well as.the halls being open
for the 'usual' Oktoberfest
activities, parades, golf
tournaments, barrel races,
speed-skating, dance contests
and othe activities are occurring
during the week. For a more
complete story on Oktoberfest
and its events call Oktoberfest
Inc. at 576-0571.
PEANUTS.'FESTING continued
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OCTOBER
ENTERTAINMENT IN
the Turret
Crawford... 2
Frankie "T" (homecoming)..... .3 & 4
Click 9
Radio Laurier 16
Royal Alpines (oktoberfest) .17 &18
Radio Laurier 23
Radio Laurier. 30
ADVANCE TICKETS for Pubs Available in
WLUSU Office 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. — 1
Classified Unclassified Classified Unclassified Classifi
Dear Tony, year. After alii havefallenfor the as da HQ for da Mob(Da Da Da
Now that you've shaved the little kid too. Daa Dum). We has decided to
|
b„C„^V.ookTkUeStarCahtC, Steve„n ,° u°™ and "™a" s t0 move da place to ourflop.lf disislonger look like C t t vens. vml hnth . . • ,M„f ~„i„ ,v,„t u.,t yin amc " ' , „. not exactly pleasin to youse,Not only that but NO ONE xne Other Litte Sister v ■ j . • r
recognizes you
in utn tl si remember dat we hays a pair ofrecognizes . P.S.I know lam not losing a „„„,„„. „„„, ru„„o ■„.,;»;.,' <v>-a tv„ run^n t„t„ b„v , r ■ . . ■ ■ cement over shoes waitin torBuddha <& the Chocolate Box best friend but am eaimne a ■ j""' l lc u DUI d gdinmg <* y OU ln your size ancj a one-wayDear Mr. Bill, comedy team. ticket tQ da bottom of da Grand
I hope you realize that at the Jq Da sharfc River
most the DISH can only wear ' vito~ . ,„„, Me and da boys at da dive at ugrey after living with me last St has yQur joint
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SPORTS
GRYPHONS GROUND HAWKS
by William McBain
All is not well at Laurier. All the
previous week Coach Knight
warned his team that Guelph was a
better team than U of T, and that
certainly was the case even though
the result, a two-point defeat, was
the same.
It was unquestionably the worst
offensive performance the Laurier
squad has had in a long, long time.
Unfortunately, a stats sheet was not
available at printing time. From
recollection, the first half went
approximately as follows: Guelph,
84 yds, passand 86 yds. run (170 yds.
total); Laurier 6 yds. pass, and 79
yds run (85 yds. total).
In the first quarter, first downs
came easily for the Gryphons, but
not so easily for the Hawks. Guelph
didn't need to get in too close to
score as Tim Quirk kicked a forty
yard field goal. His two other boots
completed the Guelph scoring.
The Hawks seem to be playing
without much luck. On one of the
very few passes attempted by the
Hawks, Larry Tougas made a good
catch by the side lines, but was ruled
out of bounds.
Guelph was successful because
they wereable to operatea balanced,
effective offence in theair and along
the ground. Behind a steady
offensive line, QB Mike Eykens
tossed pinpoint passes into the
highly capable hands of Tony
Gabriele(72) and Andy Balson(77).
Many of these completions were
thrown into the heart of the pass
defence.Luckily forLaurier, several
complete passes were called back
due to penalties. Laurier was also
lucky that the score wasn't more in
Guelph's favour than the 9-7 score
wouldindicate. A fumbledlpunt
by Guelph forced a sizeable loss
in Hawks favour, and an alert
interception by first year linebacker
Robert Watson prevented Guelph
from moving into prime scoring
position.
Coach Newbrough says the
"major disappointment in the
offence is the pass". There were two
interceptions thrown, and very few
completions. Coach Newbrough
says the Hawks are not going to
throw until they improve their
passing record. How do you
improve your passing record
without throwing the ball? Wide
receiver Dom Vetro(l8) ran around
the field for sixty minutes with
nothing to do to justify his position.
He is a talented veteran who is not
being made use of. The other wide
receiver, Larry Tougas (72), and
tight-end Wes Woof(76) are equally
capable of catching the ball. There
seems to be an inability in reading
the defence and in finding the open
receiver. The lack of confidence in
the pass showed itself most clearly
when there was less thana minute to
go in thegame, twopoints behind on
their own twenty yard line, the
Hawks ran the ball (unsuccessfully)
for two downs before the third-
down, desparation pass failed.
Special teams, although much
improved, did make afew mistakes.
A missed field goal, caused by a
fumble by the spotter, cost the
Hawks three points.
The strong suit for Laurier is the
defence, which is especially, tough
against the run. Defensive endFred
West (73) and linebacker Richard
Payne (55) turned in especially solid
performances. Rookies RobWatson
(57)and Dave Sholdice have proved
steady in their first year with the
Hawks.
Much of what has been said has
been negative, but there is cause for
hope. York and Western, both
traditional powerhouses, have lost
games. The next Hawk game is at
McMaster against the traditional
cellar-dweller. This should start the
Hawks on their usual winning ways.
and the CollegeBowl isn't out of the
question yet. Western made it
last year after a very slow start.
Laurier has the talent and
potential, but they have to
balance the offence, and make
better use oftheavailable talent.
If you see a player in the hall, give
him some encouragement, because
they can easily turn the season
around.
QB Scott Leeming (12) attempts to squeeze past Gryphon defenders.
PIC
BY
MICHAEL
KUNTZ
PIC
BY
ROGER
TSCHANZ
Rober Watson (57), Paul Hetherington intent on defence.
PIC
BY
ROGER
TSCHANZ
(77) Andy Balson of Guelph in familar position.
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UNDEFEATED
by Gerry DeJonge
The soccer-Hawkers trounced the
Western Mustangs 2-0 in their first
ever league game this past Sunday at
Budd Park.
Bob Laurie drew first blood for
WLU with about ten minutes left in
the first half after the Hawks had
controlled the play since the start.
Laurie made a good play on thegoal.
That the Mustangs would have to
control the ball more in the second
half was quite evident to them
(considering that this was the main
point ofdiscussion in theirhalf-time
huddle), and it payed off in some
excellent, early scoring opportun-
ities, but goaltender Aym
Vaandering, who played a steady
game, was able to turn them all
aside.
Suddenly, at the five-minute mark,
the Hawks caught fire, and
completely dominatedthe Mustangs
(understatement) untilJeffLasovich
found the range at the fifteen minute
mark.
Golden Hawk play deteriorated
rapidly after that, as they seemed
content to sit on the lead. The
Mustangs, however, were interested
in no more than going through the
motions, and the margin was never
threatened.
The Hawks finished off the
exhibition schedule with a 1-1 tie
against U. of Bristol (England) at
Woodside Park last Thursday
evening. Both goals were scored in
the first half, with Ben Monticelli
getting the Hawk marker. Scott
Fraser and Alan Fornier alsoplayed
well for the Hawks. Some players
said after the game that their play
was sloppy at times because they had
only been together for two weeks.
Although this was apparent at times
against Western (who, incidently,
finished in second place lastyear), it
was also apparent at times that the
team is coming together.
Other points: the team was7-0-1
inexhibition play last year, and 1 -0-
-2 this year. That brings the total
exhibitionand regular record to 9-0-
3, a twelve game undefeated string,
with a winning percentage of .875 ...
Hawks play U of T at Varsity
stadium on Wednesday ... Next
home game is at Budd Park on
Sunday at 1 p.m. against Guelph.
Soccer Team Dropped
WINNIPEG (CUP)—The Uni-
versity of Manitoba Bison Soccer
team, national champions in 1978,
have played their last game.
The team was scrapped because
the university's athletic department
would not make a firm
committment tosupplying the teams
travel expenses.
The Great Plains Athletic
Conference (GPAC), of which the
Bison's were a member, refused to
grant the team an extension on their
decision.
■Soccer team members are not
taking the athletic department's
indecision lightly. A group of
players have circulated a petition
protesting the athletic department's
lack of commitment to the team.
The petition has already collected
over 600 signatures.
Dave Stambrook, the soccer
team's goaltender said he heard
rumors the squad might fold but he
"didn't put any stock in it."
I've heard conflicting stories
about why the soccer team was
chosen for cutbacks, he said, "I'm
very disappointed in the way the
decision was made".
Carling O'Keefe Players
of the Game
Defensive Player of game Mike Graffi (52) and Offensive Player of game Dave Graffl (29).
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D TREBLE CLEFy MUSIC STUDIO
/L NOW OPEN!
I f \f| Yes! We have piano, guitar, organ, accordian, trumpet andV flute music, and much more.
1 Also Q.R.S. piano rolls, posters and T-shirts. Also guitar
strings and accessories. We also have the newest releases
in sheet music.
MUSICAL GIFTS?
Of course we have them! Come and see are collection.
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
PROMPT SERVICE GUARANTED
NOT-SET-NOW AVAILABLE
Special Student Discount — 10% a#
Teachers - 15% J£ NN ~$%
Universities — 20—30% »\\ I c.
Hours: QX f\e>
Tues. & Wed.: 10:00 a.m. — 5:30 p.m. x.o V^
Thurs. & Fri: 10:00a.m. — 9:00 p.m. -yNH Ay* .aC>
Sat.: 10:00 a.m. — 5 p.m. 0> V^
"Hi, we're here to "shoot" some Golf. Can you tell me what
those varments look like?"
HOCKEY
by Fred McCauley
With one of their worst
seasons in the past few years
now behind them, the WLU
Golden Hawks hockey team
have nowhere to go but up in
1980-1981. Wayne Gowing,
coach ofthe hockeyHawksfeels
very optimistic about the
upcoming season. Some of the
rookies have looked quite
impressive in dryland training. In
a week's time it will be known
how well they perform on skates
as the team begins its on-ice
practices.
Many excuses could be given
for the Hawks 5-14-3 record of
last season. However it appears
that last year turned out to be
somewhat of a building year for
the Hawks as many of the
veterans are returning this year.
The returnees will form a good
nucleus for thefirst-year players
to develop around.
Expected to play again for the
team this year are: captain
Darryl Benjamin, Dan McCaffer-
ty, Brian Crombeen, Bill
Cameron, EdLynch, AlMcCrae,
Paul McSorley, Don Poulter,
Eric Powell, Jim Towle, Greg
Mills and goaltender Terry
Thompson.
The Hawks play their first
exhibition game at U. of W. on
October 16. I am sure with a lot
of hard work and determination,
this team will become quite
respectable in the OUAA
hockey league and will provide
much excitement for WLU
hockey fans.
Tamiae Golf
by Wendy Boyd
The weather was super and
the competition keen for
Tamiae's Annual Golf Tourna-
ment at Doon Valley Golf
Course on Friday. The event
was very well attended as over
100 students, faculty and alumni
gathered together to try their
skill at one of sports most
exasperating past-times.
While some tee off times were
behind schedule, the golfers
didn't seem to mind as the bar
was open and the atmosphere
relaxing. After 18 holes, Bob
Davis turned in the low net with
76 whileRick Jamieson took low
gross with another 76. Gary
Ayre had the longest driveof the
Tourney and Dave Lawson was
closest to the pin. Low faculty
member was Rick Robertson
with 85.
This year eleven girls were out
challenging the course and
Sherry Farrell captured the girl's
lowest score with a very
respectable 104. The girls also
accounted for the Most Honest
Golfer Trophy which Carol
Weber won with 186.
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DR. BRUCE A. CLARKE
is pleased to announce
his office is now open
for the practise of
DENTISTRY
at
SUITE 4
15 WESTMOUNT RD., SOUTH
(AT ERB ST.)
OFFICE HOURS: TELEPHONE
MON., TUES. - 12-8 P.M. 886-8980WED. - FRI. - 9-6 P.M.
fkx*«r shop
66 i***r*K c*«. east
Waterloo, anlorto n2j 2v9
(519) 885-2180
university square plaza
(behind Tim Hortons Donuts)
10%
FULL TIME
STUDENT DISCOUNT
•applies.to all non sale
items everyday
•cash and carry, only
•proof of eligibility
we are your closest florist
Ww tJIVgRSITyVvE E
£ WLU / PETALS \*3 \J -NPOTS V&\ f \^
come for that personal touch
In your every floral need
•Worldwide wire service
•Corsages
•Boutineres
•Fresh Cut Flowers
• Live Plants,
•Wicker Baskets
•Clay and Ceramic Pots
• Silk Arrangements
FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
HfcjßSffi},- Mmw JmWAW -^^^^^M
SSI
■:■:■:■:■
Off and Running
by David Menary
Have you ever wondered why you
suffered an injury? In today's article
we will examine the nature ofsports
injuries and proper corrective
procedures which could enable you
to either prevent an injury or, if an
injury has already been sustained, to
decrease the time absent from
competition.
Assuming that the injury has not
been caused by sheer accident, let us
examine a few of the mechanisms
behind any given injury. The human
body is indeed a versatile machine
capable of attaining great speed,
strength and leverage and has the
potential to use these attributes in
any sequence it desires. In order to
do so, however, it must be prepared
for the challenges placed on it. Ifit is
not so prepared, it may overextend
its limits and require a period of
abstention from any given activity.
Df course, an injury may take on
many guises and may occur in
varying degrees but once they occur
:here are only limited methods
available to aid in recovery*. Some of
.hese methods will be discussed later
n this article. In order to take every
precaution, things such as using
Droper equipment (shoes, racquets,
lelds), following proper techniques
:>f execution and adapting to
environmental conditions all come
into play. Add to thislist perhaps the
most important injury prevention
procedure, that of body
preparation. By this, I mean ample
warm-ups as well as tuning the body
to meet the demands placed on it.
Taking in proper nutrients and
having adequateamounts of food to
fuel your furnace together combine
with training measures to comprise
this last preventative method.
Some Do's and Don'ts
It is important to do specific
flexibility and warm-upexercises for
your sport prior to activity. This
could lessen the chances ofsuffering
muscle pulls, knee, ankle and
shoulder injuries. It is already
known that physical capacity to
work is increased following warm-
ups and that the nerve messages
travel faster at higher temperatures.
This will increase quickness. If
higher muscle and body
temperatures are required, you may
ask why not simply take a short
sauna before activity? In answering
this it has been found that the
beneficial effect of passively
elevating the body temperature by
such a bath was much less than that
ofelevating the body temperature by
a warm-up through physical
exercise. How long should the
warm-up last? Higher performance
results have been observed aftera 15
minute warm-up than after a 5
minute one. Generally a warm-up
should last from 1530 minutes.
Good equipment should be used by
every athlete regardless of level of
expertise. Examine your equipment
closely for flaws and replace worn
out equipment. Not only should
equipment be examined for flaws,
but so should your body. In orderto
avoid muscle imbalance, strengthen
surrounding muscles (the ones that
aren't used much in your sport).
Here are some "don'ts" that
should be observed by any injury-
prevention-minded athlete. Don't
try to "runroff" pain. Pain is your
body's way of telling you that it is
prone to injury. If you ignore this
warning signal, expect to become
injured. Stop and evaluate the
problem and seek medical attention
if necessary.
Don't attmept to do "too much
too soon." Build up gradually.
Don't attempt a 100% work-out in
extreme heat, aftera full meal, ifyou
have a fever or if you are just
returning after a lay-off or injury.
Almost all athletic injuries are
immediately treated in the same
manner. It is called RICE and is
composed of four steps:
Rest: Continued activity could
worsen the injury. The injured part
should cease to be used the second it
is injured.
Ice: Cold will decrease the
bleeding (such as in a sprained
ankle). The more blood that collects
in a wound, the longer it takes to
heal.
Compression: This limits the
swelling which can, if unchecked,
delay healing. After an injury,
swelling takes place and this brings
in antibodies to kill germs but if the
skin is not broken, antibodies are
not necessary and swelling prolongs
healing.
Elevation: The injured part is
elevated to above the level of the
heart. This lets gravity drain via the
venous system any excess fluid.
There is currently a great deal of
controversy concerning the use of
ice as opposed to heat. It is generally
standardprocedure to use ice during
the first 24-48 hours after an injury.
The controversy begins after this
time. Suffice it to say that both
modalities have elative strengths in
aiding healing and that heat is
probably administered after 48
hours by the majority of trainers.
After following the above
procedures, there is probably little
else one can do to aid therecovery. If
at all possible, any methodofraising
your heart rate while you are
incapacitated, will at leastkeep this
vital muscle in shape. If you are a
runner and an ankle is injured,
obviously running is not going to
further your goal. But, ifswimming
or bicycling is possible, this will
compliment your pre-injury
condition especially since such
activities make use of some of the
same muscles that you normally use
in your specific sport. These factors
could severely retard the post-injury
condition decline that prevails
during an injury-induced lay-off.
This article has superficially
delved into many of the prime
concerns surounding the sports
injury phenomenon. It is our hope
that the content of this article will at
least provide some round tips on
proper courses of action to follow
when dealing with an injury.
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TUESDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIE
BEST OF THE NEW YORK
EROTIC FILM FESTIVAL
SEPT. 30 RM IEI $2 7 & 9:45 p.m.
*\J Every Wed. is Huggy's Variety Show
Wet-Undershort Contest
And more contests SSffl
iMS Z 6 Bridge St. W., Krtchener - 744-6368 JJj])
-rj. , ■ ■■- ■ ■■
ijlel'i Advance Tickets
available in the¥jX WLUSU office.
PRESENTS
TONIGHT, THURSDAY SEPT. 25
BLITZ
(formerly California) ofh^fe°'ss2oo
TOMORROW. Friday Sept. 26
TERRY FOX NIGHT
, Door proceeds above the regular charge to given to the Terry Fox
Marathon of Hope, Canadian Cancer Society
WLU Students $1.00 Others $2.00 ($l. reg. plus $1.)
COMING SOON
CRAWFORD, CLICK, OKTOBERFEST NIGHTS
Oktoberfest tickets available at WLUSU
WLU Students $2.00 Others $2.50
WANT TO PUT YOUR DEGREE TO WORK?
XEROX CANADA DOES.
If you're a graduating woman or man determined to put your education,
energy and ambition to the best possible use, then you and Xerox have a
mutual interest to discuss .. . your career.
We're coming to campus to hold a Briefing Session to talk with you
about career opportunities with Xerox Canada Inc. Later on, we'll
return for individual interviews with those students who attend the
Briefing Session and who want to talk in more detail about whether or
not their future might be with us - so plan now to attend!
October Bth is the deadline for receipt of UCPA and /or Personal
Resumes from interested students to your Placement Office.
The primary focus of this encounter is to give you the opportunity to
answer the question—"To Sell orNot to Sell.
talk careers
Xerox Canada Inc.
XEROX
XEROX is aregistered trademark ot XEROX CORPORATION
used by XEROX CANADA INC as a registered user
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TAMIAE SOCIETY
presents
THE HOMECOMING
"BLITZ"
Saturday, October 4th
in honour of
TERRY FOX
Prizes will be raffled off
will all proceeds going to
the Marathon of Hope
Price: $2:00 members $2:50 non-members
3uses leave T.A. at 11:45 a.m.
SEE YOU THERE!
